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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Family Weekend Guide
Campus gears up for weekend celebration.
Story on Page 1B

Sports

Verge

Three Dog Night provides the
entertainment for Family
Weekend.
Story on Page 1C

Football team looks to end
five-game drought against
Murray State.
Story on Page 16A

Surles speaks
out on faculty
negotiations

Taking out the trash

President says she is
hopeful a settlement
can be reached
By Joshua Niziolkiewicz
Administration editor

Ben Lambert/Staff photographer
Crystal Kowalski, a senior psychology major, picks up trash on the side of the Physical Science building on Thursday
afternoon. Students representing different organizations and residence halls gathered together to help clean up the campus before Family Weekend.

Campus groups band together to beautify campus
By Karen Kirr
Staff writer

Students representing various organizations and residence halls gathered
Thursday afternoon to perform the
annual campus clean-up before Family
Weekend.
The event, organized by American
Marketing Association faculty advisor
Sid Dudley and student executive vice
president of the association, Ben
Forney, received a good turnout.
“This (clean-up) is something all
students can do. It also brings together
the various organizations,” said Dudley.
He also believes that it is an opportunity to work together and to make the
campus look better.
Dudley said making the campus a

cleaner place for the upcoming weekend will impress the many parents planning to make the trip to Eastern.
“This event is really a good way to
promote campus unity,” said Forney.
Assistant organizer Carrie Masek, a
senior marketing major, said in previous years, Eastern has had a good number of students turn out.
“We did it last year and we had a
really good turnout. We always do it
before family weekend,” she said.
Junior Megan Stemm of sorority Tri
Sigma Alpha also expressed a positive
outlook by saying the clean-up really
makes the campus look better for parents when they come down to visit.
Joy Rice, a freshman business education major, also was excited about
having the opportunity to guide her par-

ents around a neater campus.
“I think its a good idea. The students
involved are working together to make
our campus a cleaner, prettier, environment,” Rice said.
Sophomore Kia Gowder, a psychology/pre-medicine major, had a unique
take on the event.
“This is our house, and with our parents coming this weekend, we need to
clean it up just like we would with our
own home,” she said.
Brian Person, a freshman representing Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity,
explained what he got out of participating in campus clean-up.
“I feel good about cleaning the environment. I like being active and I think
this is a really good experience to do
that,” Person said.

Eastern President Carol Surles issued a statement
Thursday concerning the administration’s side of the
current negotiations.
“Most recently, UPI issued a request for mediation
and the university honored that request,” Surles said in a
written statement. “While mediation
has not yet been successful, we
remain hopeful that an agreement
can be reached.”
The mediator was Don Hampton
from the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Service in Indianapolis.
He visited Eastern Tuesday to try
and open the lines of communication between the university and UPI,
Carol Surles
but made absolutely no progress in
negotiations. The university stood firm on their offer of
a 5.5 increase, and UPI stood firm in their request for a
greater increase.
UPI and the administration agreed on a new contract
after six months of negotiations last year; but the salary
increase has to be negotiated each year.
Last year, the two parties agreed on an average 6.1
percent increase. Negotiations for this year’s increase
began June 1 and have not been resolved.
Surles said she would like to clarify information that
has been circulated by UPI concerning comments that
suggest the university may have more funds available
this year for faculty salary increases.
“There is some confusion regarding the increase the
university received in state funding in Fiscal Year 2001,”
Surles said. “This year, the General Assembly approved
an overall budget increase of 5.6 percent ($4,090,100)
for all of Eastern’s needs.”
Surles said the percent was significantly lower than
the original $13.7 million requested, and explained that
the budget includes two components: general and
income funds.
“The general funds component consisting of state tax
revenue increased 6.9 percent in Fiscal Year 2001,” said
See SURLES Page 8A

Two Eastern students to appear in court Monday
By Michelle Jones
Campus editor

Two Eastern students will
appear in court Monday on charges
of aggravated battery.
Brian K. Ebersole, 20, of
Douglas Hall, was arrested at 4:16
a.m. Oct. 1, a police report said.
Ebersole is charged with aggravated battery, great bodily harm and
mob actions, said John Longwell,
assistant state’s attorney.
Randy E. Hicks, 21, of Douglas
Hall, was arrested at 5:05 a.m. Oct.

Charges may be added to aggravated battery, mob action
1 at Douglas Hall, a police report
stated. Hicks is charged with aggravated battery and mob action,
Longwell said.
Charges were filed Thursday,
and Longwell said he anticipates
filing more charges against
Ebersole, a junior history major.
Ebersole was also a member of
the Panther wrestling team, but was
released earlier in the semester.
“As investigation proceeds, we

get more reports in,” Longwell said.
“As detectives build a case, more
charges might be justified.”
The maximum sentence for
aggravated battery is 2-5 years in
prison and a $25,000 fine while the
maximum sentence for mob action,
which is a Class IV felony, is 1-3
years in prison, Longwell said.
The victim was the same person
in both cases, Longwell said.
Ebersole is being charged with

aggravated battery for allegedly
breaking the victim’s arm,
Longwell said.
Hicks, a senior zoology major, is
being held responsible for allegedly
insulting or provoking contact with
the victim, Longwell said.
Normally insulting or provoking
contact is a simple battery, but it
became a felony because it took
place on university grounds, he
said.

“A simple battery becomes
aggravated battery if it’s on certain
property,” Longwell said.
Under a new Supreme Court
rule, officials cannot release details
that are not public record yet, so
Longwell said he could not discuss
details of the incidents.
“It was a rather serious incident
at the university,” Longwell said.
In any case, a victim presses
charges through the state, Longwell
said. Victims file reports, and the
state decides whether to continue
the case, he said.
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RHA looks at regulating activity fees
By Christine Demma

Student government editor

The Residence Hall Association
Thursday discussed the activity fee
that students pay in August during
move-in.
Some residents complain about
the activity fee, said Erin Wilcox,
the RHA president. The RHA discussed suggesting to residence halls
the possibility of creating a standard activity fee or making it a part
of the housing bill.
Activity fee is used for subsidizing programs for the year, and also
to operate the front desks of residence halls, Wilcox said.
If the activity fee is not paid at
the time of move-in, students are
not allowed to use front desk services, such as renting out movies or
a vacuum, and cannot participate in
hall programs.
An audience member suggested
putting fliers in with the housing
bill, informing students to expect to
pay an activity fee, which currently

ranges between $15 and $20.
An informal vote was taken to
mandate a standardized activity fee
in all the residence halls, which
means the RHA would recommend
to hall councils, for consistency
purposes across campus, to set a
certain amount. The vote was not
favorable and discussion on other
options was tabled until next
week’s meeting.
The RHA passed the remaining
bylaw changes that were tabled last
week. However, discussion of striking an amendment made at last
week’s meeting stirred more discussion.
Maurice Tracy, a resident of
Carman Hall, suggested striking the
amendment, passed last week,
mandating that candidates who are
nominated for the RHA executive
board must attend at least seven
meetings, if not more. The amendment was made by Adam
Weyhaupt, a Douglas Hall resident
and speaker of the Student Senate.
Tracy said this amendment is

biased toward freshmen and transfer students.
The striking of the amendment
failed, and the bylaw change mandating candidates must attend
greater than or equal to seven meetings was passed.
Bylaws were suspended to elect
a new secretary. Crystal Pipher was
elected as the RHA’s new secretary.
Katie Fitzgerald, chair of
Campus Perk, asked the RHA for
suggestions on ways to fund
Campus Perk.
Campus Perk’s attendance has
grown to between 170 to 200 people per week, and the budget
approved for the coffeehouse
through the RHA was $1,050,
Fitzgerald said. Campus Perk is
spending about $75 each week.
Fitzgerald said it has been suggested to charge 25 cents for everyone to eat and drink all through the
night.
The RHA is strapped for money
and is looking for ways to improve
its financial situation, Wilcox said.
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Rimsky, 21, of
Arlington Heights, was cited at
1:05 a.m. Oct. 7, at the corner of
Lincoln Avenue and Fourth Street,
for disorderly conduct, a police
report said.

Correction

Kate Mitchell / Staff photographer

Survivor Conference

Linda Anderson, a counselor from the counseling center, conducts a skit with Desiree Rieckenberg, a junior psychology
major, in the Effingham room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union on Thursday night as apart of the survivor conference on depression.

What’s on
tap?

An article in Thursday’s edition
of the Daily Eastern News incorrectly stated Larry Smith’s degree.
Larry Smith was an accounting
major for one semester at another
university and was a speech communications major at Eastern.
Another article in Thursday’s
edition incorrectly spelled former
Eastern president Stanley Rives’
name.
An article in Monday’s edition
misspelled State Sen. Judy Myers’
name, and incorrectly identified
her as a Democrat. She is a
Republican.
The News regrets the errors.

Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to specific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cualt2@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.

Dvorak gets jazzed up tonight with three groups
By Jamie Moore
Activities editor

The sounds of jazz will fill
Dvorak Concert Hall tonight at
7:30 p.m. as three of Eastern’s
jazz groups take to the stage.
The Jazz Ensemble, Combo
One and the Jazz Lab Band will

perform throughout the night,
said Sam Fagaly, associate professor of music.
The programs will be relatively short for each of the groups
since three groups are performing, Fagaly said.
The groups will be playing
music in the style of Count

Today

cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu

Editorial page editor Chris Sievers
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57°

■ Robert A.

News editor Amy Thon
cualt2@pen.eiu.edu
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Managing editor Kyle Bauer

Associate news editor Matt Neistien
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three-day

■

7 p.m., “Our Town,” Fine Arts Theatre

■ 7:30 p.m., EIU Jazz Groups Concert,
Dvorak Concert Hall
■ 8 p.m., EIU Monte Carlo Night, Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union Grand
Ballroom

Basie, Duke Ellington and some
contemporary jazz music, he
said.
Brian Shaw, who just returned
from a trumpet contest in Paris,
will be featured in “Cipriana,” by
composer Steve Huffsteter.
The jazz groups are preparing
to release a CD which will be

Sunday

Saturday
■ 1:30 p.m., EIU Football vs. Murray State,
O’Brien Stadium
■

7 p.m., “Our Town,” Fine Arts Theatre

■ 8 p.m., Three Dog Night/Billy D.
Washington Concert, Lantz Gym

available at the end of the semester, he said.
The Jazz Ensemble and the
Jazz Lab Band each have 17
members, while Combo One
consists of six members, he said.
Ticket prices for the concert
are $2 for students and $3 for the
general public.

■

2 p.m., “Our Town,” Fine Arts Theatre

■ 1 p.m., EIU Volleyball vs. Creighton,
Lantz Gym
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Event helps bring
campus together
By Karen Kirr
Staff writer

The campus organization,
EIUnity, held an event to bring
students together Thursday
evening.
EIUnity promotes unity and
diversity between citizens. The
event, “Meet Me at the Pond,”
took place at the pavilion next to
the Campus Pond. Two bands,
Last Resort and Paradigm
Shifters, performed.
Lisa Lopez, a senior speech
communications major, and Nina
Palm, a sophomore family and
consumer sciences major, represented just two members of the
organization that helped make the
evening a success.
“The whole purpose of the
bands was to bring people together,” Lopez said. “We wanted the
bands to be diverse.”
Lopez said all the money
donated in the various containers,
marked “wishing wells,” will be
for a worthy cause.
“All the money collected will
go toward area schools buying
books on diversity,” Lopez said.
Numerous raffles were also
provided at the event by area
businesses. EIUnity members
said they were grateful to all who
donated and helped make the
event successful.
“We thought this up in order to
have the money essentially,” Palm
said.
The “Wishing Wells” will be
set up in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union Walkway on
Friday, at the pregame tailgating

“

The whole purpose of the
bands was to bring people
together.We wanted the
bands to be diverse.
Lisa Lopez,
senior speech communications major

”

before Saturday’s football game
and at the Charleston Walkers’ or
Wal-Mart on Sunday.
Students who attended were
ecstatic about the bands and
atmosphere of the event.
“The bands rock,” said senior
Greg Weinman, a biology/premedicine major. “Free food, the
bands, getting together with
friends made this a great idea.”
Jack Babbitt, a junior recreation and leisure major, expressed
his pleasure with the weather and
the numerous people attending.
“It was a good day for the
event,” he said. “It really received
a good turnout.”
Jeff Smith, a sophomore physical education major, said when
free food and live music are combined, the result is an exhilarating
experience.
Freshmen Christy Adams, an
elementary education major, and
Gabriel Grenades, an undecided
major, summed up the experience
as a whole.
“The bands were great,” they
said. “Music always draws a
crowd.”

Kate Mitchell / Staff photographer
Paradigm Shifters jam out on the stage next to the Campus Pond Thursday night, as Eastern students listen. Students
were entertained from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. with bands and food for the “Meet Me at the Pond” cook out sponsored by EIUnity.

Board of Trustees to vote on fee increases
By Nicole Meinheit
Staff editor

Eastern’s Board of Trustees
Monday will vote on tuition and
fee increases.
The BOT will meet at 8:30 a.m.
in the University Ballroom.
Tuition would increase $34.80
per semester for full-time students
and $2.90 per semester hour for
part time students that are residents of Illinois and $104.50 per

semester for full-time students and
$8.70 per hour for part time students that are non-residents.
The 3 percent increase was
approved by the Student Senate on
Oct. 4.
The BOT will also vote on fee
increases for Textbook Rental and
the Shuttle bus.
Textbook rental fee would
increase $15 if approved. The
increase would bring the total fee
to $93.

The fee increase reflects the
increase in the cost of textbooks
and the fact that the amount of
money each professor can spend
per course has been increased, the
report to the Board of Trustees
stated.
If approved, the fee would
become effective in fall 2001. The
increase was approved by the
Student Senate.
The shuttle bus fee would
increase $3.10, bringing the total

fee to $5.60.
With the additional fee, a second bus would be added and the
length of the hours of operation
would be extended to run on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
until 1:15 a.m., the report to the
Board of Trustees said.
The BOT will also hear two
recommendations for tenure, revisions to Board Regulations and the
contract renewal and wage agreement with Council 31 of the

American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees
Local #981.
A tentative agreement with
wage provisions was reached Sept.
20 and the union ratified the agreement on Sept. 26.
The agreement would give an
across-the-board increase of three
percent of all bargaining unit
members effective July 1, the
report to the Board of Trustees
stated.

Pick up your
Warbler 1999!

Bell’s Flowers
Flowers For All Ocassions

Students, faculty and staff
can get their own copy for free
at the business office of Student
Publications in 1802 Buzzard
Hall from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
Call 581-2812 with questions.

Plants, Flowers, Stuffed 1335 Monroe
345-3919
Animals & Balloons
W BS!
E
L
N
pick a discount B U
Unlimited Tanning
from the basket

2 weeks- $20.00

Tan Lines

*W/purchase of
a package

345-5666

(Regular beds)

Test your superstitious luck today

The Daily Eastern News

Opinion
S
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UPERSTITION: an irrational belief in the ominous significance of a particular thing or circum-
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Striving to be
friendly

T

he Council of Academic Affairs is in the midst
of changing Eastern’s general education. One of
the main reasons for initiating this change is to
make Eastern a more “transfer friendly” univer-

sity.
While Eastern wants to be more transfer friendly, they
should keep all of the students needs in mind.
Back in 1993, the university decided that following
Illinois Articulation Initiatives would be one way of
making this positive change.
There are good points and bad points in evaluating the
university’s decision to choose this path.
One good point is that any course which is IAI
approved is transferable to all public universities in
Illinois. A student transferring in or out of Eastern can
have an IAI guarantee that courses approved by the committee will not be lost in transition to the new university.
The IAI still gives universities the freedom to decide
their own content. If Eastern believes that a nonapproved course by the IAI is still an important factor in
our general education, they
can offer it as such.
Compatibility
Also, if a student
CAA should keep all of the
transfers to another univerneeds of students, not just
sity, it is ultimately up to
transferability, in mind when
that particular university to
revising general education.
decide if a non-IAI
approved course will meet the requirements at their institution.
This is an important factor in the CAA’s decision to
add or delete courses to Eastern’s general education curriculum.
The bad side of the agreement is that some faculty
feel the CAA is completely guided by these initiatives in
the fact that they are willing to compromise some diversity to make everything transferable.
It is true that the transferability of a course is important, but we can’t let this fact interfere with Eastern’s traditional curriculum that makes us a unique university in
the state of Illinois.
Some members of CAA have moved that certain
approved or deleted courses be separated for later discussion. These courses that were separated are not in the
majority of the courses up for approval.
When the CAA discusses these separated courses at
their meeting next Thursday, they should stay open to the
needs of the students, not just in transferability, but also
take into consideration curriculum that adds to the value
and strengths of our university.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

“

Today’s quote

I am a little pencil in the hand of a writing God
who is sending a love letter to the world.
Mother Teresa,
Saint

”
The Daily
Eastern News
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

stance.
Today is Friday the 13th.
Although this date is circumstantial, it’s not so much the number
that bothers me, but rather the day. Heather Cygan
Warbler editor
Friday has its very own
unlucky feel to it that has been
recognized for centuries.
During medieval times, Friday
was looked upon as an unfortunate day. In fact, Friday was
looked at as one of the most unlucky days of the week. Some
believe that most accidents happen on Fridays. Since Friday is
considered to be so unlucky, people find that it is a bad day to
begin anything on, which may explain why it is the end of our
work week.
On the other hand, Friday’s are considered to be a bad day
for people to date because it is told they will never meet that
person again. I believe this superstition may have faded with its
age since dating on Friday’s currently is a cultural norm.
People have had superstitions for centuries and each person’s superstitions says a lot about who they are, how they feel
and what they think about. None of these events will bring anyone bad luck, but believers of these superstitions take these
events very seriously.
Today even common events most people partake in are
based on superstition. For example, the lottery is based on luck.
People believe they have a chance to win the lottery even when
sometimes no one wins. The reason that no one wins at times is

Yahoo! ads send the
wrong message
We can’t believe that the Daily
Eastern News has stooped to the level
that it has in accepting a couple of
thousand dollars so that the Yahoo! ads
could be inserted into the student
newspaper. As a respected institution
for higher learning, what types of educational messages are we sending?
Talk about sexist and irresponsibly
degrading ads. “She’s taking her top
off ... your crotchless panties ... rash
coming back ...”
A year and a half ago the DEN sold
out in order to get money for a Rooster
smokeless tobacco ad, as well. Today
it’s the Yahoo! ads.
The newspaper is prostituting itself
and its students for money. Aside from
the exploitation factor on campus,
these inserts have been circulated
throughout the community, including
our public schools.
A campus employee had one of
these ads fall out of the newspaper
onto the floor of her van while picking
up her children from elementary
school. Niicceee! “Gee mom, what
are crotchless panties?”
First amendment rights and advertising come with inherent accountability. We are pretty liberal and
open-minded people, but this is
clearly irresponsible and exploitative.

Heather Cygan is a senior journalism major and a monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
colorfulstars@hotmail.com. Columns are the opinion of the author.
n

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
It’s cheap and offensive to the readers and to this institution!

Joan McCausland
and Barb Walker

department of Health Studies
(Editors’ note: the Yahoo! advertisements were only included in papers
circulated on campus.)

Eastern’s acting troupe
Eastern is buzzing about a farcical
show lately come to our campus.
There’ve even been reports about it in
local papers. For her part in the show,
President Surles may be competing —
so the buzzing goes — with Eastern’s
Theater Arts Department through the
creation of her own “acting” troupe.
The players: • Acting Vice President
for External Relations • Acting Vice
President for Business Affairs • Acting
Vice President for Academic Affairs
•Acting Associate Vice President for
Academic Affairs • Acting Director of
the Center for Academic Support and
Achievement • Acting Director of
Facilities Planning and Management
• Acting Director of Radio/TV Center
• Acting Director of Development and
Marketing for the Radio/TV
Center•Acting Manager of the TV

Editorial Board members
Nicole Meinheit
Kyle Bauer
Amy Thon
Matt Neistein
Chris Sievers

because each person has a
.001295 percent chance of actually winning. Despite the odds, peo“Today even
ple still clutch their tickets and
common events
wait to hear the winning numbers.
most people
Superstition always will be a part
of our society because it’s tied to
partake in are
our cultures and upbringing. And,
based on
let’s face it, superstitions are fun!
Today in the spirit of Friday the
superstitution.”
13th each person should be superstitious and enjoy it. Who knows,
it may just bring you good luck.
The following are a few common superstitions:
n Unlucky for a child to be born on a Friday
n New news on Friday adds wrinkles to your face and adds
to your age
n Step on a crack, break your mother’s back
n If you accidentally find yourself wearing or doing something inside out or backward, you’re in for a pleasant surprise
n Itchy ear, someone’s talking about you
n Itchy nose, you’ll kiss a fool
n Itchy right palm, you’ll meet someone new
n Itchy left palm, money’s coming
n Itchy feet, you’re on your way somewhere
n It’s bad luck to walk under a ladder
n It’s bad luck to have a black cat cross your path
n Putting a penny in your shoe brings you good luck

Julie Bartlow
Michelle Jones
Josh Niziolkiewicz
Shauna Gustafson

Station• Acting Dean of the College of
Business and Applied Sciences• Acting
Dean of the College of Sciences
• Acting Associate Dean of the College
of Sciences
I may have overlooked some.
Nevertheless, the cast is large enough
to undertake any number of improvisational skits, under President Surles’
direction of course.
Never mind that the acting administrative positions aren’t filled by means
of formal searches, internal or external,
despite the often touted announcement
Eastern’s an equal-opportunity
employer. After all, this is our homegrown acting troupe, dedicated to promoting illumination for us all.
Stardust should be shared, however.
So, since one’s salary is increased when
one achieves the title of “acting” (whatever), I propose the University
Professionals of Illinois negotiate into
the faculty contract language providing
faculty the means to achieve “acting”
status. Provide, for instance, a faculty
rank above full professor, such as
“Acting” Full Professor, and a salary
commensurate with such an august title.
As added incentive, any person
achieving “acting” status would be
automatically entitled to a panic button
— for protection against discerning
spectators not wowed by a skit for
which they’ve paid far too high a price.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu

David Carpenter
English professor

printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cunmm2@pen.eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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Friday the 13th worries Rathskeller may
tied to many ‘folk beliefs’ be coffeehouse
By Sarah Heise
Staff writer

Superstitious people across the
country fear today, Friday the
13th, not to mention the full
moon that will, coincidentally, be
partnered with it tonight.
The word “superstition” has a
negative connotation, said Bonnie
Irwin, associate professor of
English.
Irwin prefers to call superstitions “folk beliefs” because most
superstitions stem from other
things, like religion. In addition,
folk beliefs are passed by word of
mouth or through tradition, Irwin
said.
Friday being considered an
unlucky day can be dated back to
the Middle Ages in Europe, Irwin
said. At that time, people considered Friday unlucky because
Friday was the day that Jesus
Christ was crucified on the cross,
she said.
Although the dread of the
number 13 can be traced back to
several sources, the folk belief
finds its roots primarily in the
Bible as well, Irwin said.
At the Last Supper, Jesus and
his 12 disciples accounted for 13
guests at the table, Irwin said. For
this reason and others, 13 has
been known to be unlucky in all
respects, she said.

No specific fears are associated with Friday the 13th, Irwin
said.
“Mostly it’s just the sense of
dread and fear that something bad
will happen,” she said.
Dating back to the 19th century, a proverb advises against
beginning a project on Friday for
fear it will go unfinished, Irwin
said.
The myth follows that fishermen should never build a boat on
Friday and farmers should never
begin a harvest on Friday, she
said. Irwin also referred to an
ancient sailors’ saying, “A Friday
sail always fails.”
In present day, Irwin believes
people still have the same superstitions.
“Even if people tell you they
don't believe it, they probably
think about it,” she said.
Superstitions today are much
more vague, however, Irwin said.
People use superstition to place
blame for failure, she said.
“It’s a way of escaping responsibility,” Irwin said. ”A lot of
what folk beliefs are is finding
something else to blame.”
Believing superstitions does
not make a person abnormal, said
Dr. Bill Addison, professor of
psychology.
“Friday the 13th is a collective
superstition that people in our

society share,” he said.
On a psychological level,
Addison defined superstition as
an inaccurate association between
an event and its consequences,
positive or negative.
“But lots of people have
them,” Addison said.
As for full moons, it’s been
said there are higher rates of
crimes committed and emergency
room incidences on nights with a
full moon, Irwin said.
“But actually, it’s just like any
other day,” she said.
The belief that the moon is
dangerous dates back to the
ancient Romans, but some traditions actually consider the full
moon lucky, Irwin said.
People once believed that the
moon represented God and that
the full moon was God looking
down at them, she said.
In that case, it was the new
moon that was feared, she said.
The belief that the full moon
causes madness could be because
it's lighter outside, Irwin said. On
a full moon, people will go out
more often at night and more will
happen than would have happened on a night with no full
moon, she said.
In general, superstitions are a
way for people to come to terms
with what they don't understand
and are afraid of, Irwin said.
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By Christine Demma
Student government editor

A coffeehouse may be coming
to the Rathskeller.
Sonor, an advertising, marketing and public relations committee
on campus, proposed to the Union
Advisory Board and Art Davis,
student vice president for student
affairs, Monday the possibility of
turning the Rathskeller into a coffeehouse.
The coffeehouse would be
called
Seventh
Street
Underground.
Davis said this would give
underage students a chance to
meet new people and see what
Eastern has to to offer for entertainment besides bars.
“I think this is an excellent
idea,” Davis said. “Sonor by far
has my 100 percent support for the
project.
“Sonor and I are very eager to
get this project under way,” Davis
said.
Shirley Stewart, associate vice
president for student affairs, and
the Union Advisory Board will
study the proposal and discuss it at
their Nov. 6 meeting.
The coffeehouse would have
entertainment, including bands,
poetry, an open mic and comedy,
Davis said. The music and events
will not disturb the 24-hour quiet
study lounge that is above the

“

I think this is an excellent
idea.
Art Davis,
student vice president
for student affairs

”

Rathskeller.
Sonor has proposed the coffeehouse serve food and beverages,
and could bring in a pool table, a
better television, more furniture
and computers.
“This is a hard-working group
who is doing everything in their
power to improve relations of students on Eastern’s campus,” Davis
said. “I like their ideas, their
motives, and their all-out determination.”
Sonor surveyed students on
campus and found support, Davis
said.
Renovations need to be done to
the Rathskeller, such as making
changes to the stage to add more
lighting, Davis said.
If the project is approved,
Davis said he hopes to have it
under way this semester.
Davis said he hopes to work,
and possibly combine, with
Campus Perk.
Sonor has its own budget and
will solely fund the project, Davis
said.

Local & state
CAA members
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Senior seminar classes the topic
of discussion at next meeting
By Joshua Niziolkiewicz
Administration editor

Sara Figiel / Photo editor
From right, Shannan Kelly, a senior industrial technology major, Gillian Kelly, a senior psychology major, and Maiya Cash,
a junior family and consumer sciences major, help each other keep their candles lit during the breast cancer rally and
walk on Thursday night.

Community rallies for
breast cancer awareness
By Brandon Fountain
Staff writer

Eastern students and members
of the Charleston community gathered for the first-annual breast cancer awareness rally and walk
Thursday night.
The rally and walk was co-sponsored by the Health Awareness
Campaign Committee and the
Health Education Resource Center.
“It is so important for the members of this community to come
together and celebrate those lives
who have been touched either
directly or indirectly by cancer,”
said Katie Rezinas, Health
Awareness Campaign Committee
member and Eastern student.
The
Health
Awareness
Campaign Committee hopes to

spread information about the threat
of breast cancer, which has no
known cure. The goal is to make
others informed and aware of cancer and its symptoms so early treatment is possible by making breast
cancer known.
Rezinas encouraged those in
attendance to tell others about
mammograms, monthly self-examinations, eating correctly, and
donating to cancer research.
The rally began by having all
those present form a circle, and
each had a candle for the ceremony.
Then students and community
members passed the flame of one
candle on to the next candle.
Cancer is a killer that takes away
one in eight women from their
friends, family and community,
Rezinas said.

When Rezinas finished addressing the crowd, Rosemary Shepherd
spoke of her own experiences with
cancer.
“Get all the information you
can,” Shepherd said. “Because there
is always new (medicine) out
there.”
Shepherd is continuing her fight
against breast cancer. She first
fought breast cancer 17 years ago,
and now faces the threat once again
today. She could not participate in
the awareness walk because of her
condition, Shepherd said.
“Be willing to talk about breast
cancer and make people aware that
they have to be on their guards,”
Shepherd said.
“Your silence will not protect
you,” Rezinas said, using the words
of Audré Lorde.
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The Council of Academic
Affairs Thursday met to discuss
the addition and deletion of courses that fall under the sections of
Social and Behavioral Sciences
and Senior Seminar.
Three courses, all out of the
social science section, were separated for later discussion. These
courses were PED 2700, Health
Studies 2600, Journalism 2001
and FCS 2100.
Doug Bock, chair of the general education subcommittee, said
that courses falling under the area
of senior seminar will continue to
be considered.
PED 2700 was requested to be
a part of general education by the
Physical Science Department, but
Ron Wohlstein, CAA chair, said
that he personally disagreed with
the recommendation.
“I don’t think it is wise to put
social and behavioral sciences
with applied sciences,” Wohlstein
said. “Also, the course will not
transfer (under the IAI initiatives)”
John Emmett, professor of
physical education, spoke out on
behalf of the course addition.
“We tried to address the general education mission, and we felt
the course met those guidelines,”
Emmett said. “We do have the
ability to address this class as general education requirements are
stipulated.”
Bill Russell, professor of physical education, also spoke on
behalf of the course.
“We are looking at behavior in
this course,” Russell said. “It is
much more based on theoretical
background (rather than an
applied science).”
Tim Shonk, English professor,
said he was having a problem seeing the course as a behavioral science.

“

I don’t think it is wise to
put social and behavioral
sciences with applied sciences.
Ron Wohlstein,
CAA chair

”

Russell responded by saying,
“You can’t separate (theories)
without discussing how they are
applied.”
Justin Brinkmeyer, student
member on CAA, said the council
shouldn’t use the IAI guidelines to
restrict the approval of courses.
“These guidelines were not
meant to restrict,” Brinkmeyer
said. “The transferabilty issue is
not a valid part of the discussion.”
Wohlstein said that for students
who are leaving the university,
transferability is a valid part of the
discussion.
Melanie Burns, professor of
family and consumer sciences,
who lobbied for the addition of
FCS 2100 (Nutrition in a Global
Society) said that her argument is
similar to Emmett’s.
“Our course is founded in theory, but we are giving students the
opportunity to apply the theory,”
Burns said.
It was suggested by Bock that
Journalism 2001(Journalism and
Democracy) be considered as a
part of the Humanities section of
general education.
Les Hyder, chair of the
Journalism department, said the
CAA should take the Illinois
Board of Higher Education’s
goals into consideration when
evaluating the courses.
“It is not the intent of IBHE to
set the general education curriculum of this university,” Hyder
said.
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Search continues for runaway cougar
By Shauna Gustafson
City editor

The Coles County Sheriff’s
Department and the Illinois
Department of Natural Resources
are continuing their search for a
runaway cougar.
Several leads have turned up little evidence, and Tim Schweizer,
spokesperson for the Department of
Natural Resources, said there is still
no physical evidence of a cougar in
the area.
The search began over a week
ago, with little progress made
since it began. Lt. Steve Darimont
of the sheriff’s department said
the first sightings of an animal
resembling a cougar were reported
near Chief Road, near Lake
Charleston.
“The investigation continues ...
at this point, we don’t have any

physical evidence that there is a
cougar in the area,” Schweizer
said.
Live traps set for the cougar are
in working order, however.
“We were able to trap something Monday night,” Darimont
said.
Unfortunately, the animal
caught was a raccoon, and was
released by an employee of the
Department for Natural Resources,
Schweizer said. Hair samples
found inside the cage, originally
thought to possibly be from the
cougar, turned out to be hair from a
squirrel.
The trap the sheriff’s department
is using is a live trap, which is large
enough and heavy enough to catch
and keep a cougar.
“This is a huge trap,” Darimont
said. “It’s made to be moved by
four men.”

Some humor is coming out of
the situation, as the sheriff’s department tracked down a lead called in
to the department.
A local woman called and
reported she had seen an animal
that looked like a cougar standing
in the back of a pickup truck. And
when sheriff’s officers went to
track down the lead, they found
the animal in the back of the pickup truck was in fact a cougar: a
stuffed cougar, from a hunting
trip.
Last week, a dog was attacked
by an animal that officials suspect
was the cougar. The dog was battered, but fine, with no claw marks,
which led officials to believe the
cougar is domesticated and declawed.
No one in the area has a license
to own a cougar, and when the animal is caught it will be turned over

“

The investigation continues
... at this point, we don’t have
any physical evidence that
there is a cougar in the area.

Welcome
” Alumni

Tim Schweizer,
spokesperson, Illinois Department of
Natural Resources

to the Department of Natural
Resources.
“(The cougar is) probably going
to be afraid of humans ... there
should be no cause for alarm,”
Darimont previously said.
If anyone spots the animal, they
should call local law enforcement
immediately.

Ryan named in lawsuit by dismissed docCHICAGO (AP) - A state public health
department official has filed a defamation lawsuit against Gov. George Ryan, claiming he
damaged her reputation while explaining why
she was being fired.
Dr. Julia Dyer, a $120,000-a-year state physician who served as deputy director of the Illinois
Department of Public Health, is seeking more
than $7 million in a lawsuit filed Tuesday in
Cook County Circuit Court. It was the latest
move in Dyer’s long-running feud with state
officials.
The lawsuit contains several excerpts of print
and broadcast news stories, including one that
appeared March 10 on Chicago-based WFLDTV in which Ryan said the state was firing Dyer
because she mismanaged her office and was
“insubordinate.”
But Dyer claims her firing was prompted by

a dispute over payments to Amy Newtson, wife
of Ryan chief of staff Robert Newtson, who had
a $20,000 consulting contract with the public
health department. Dyer refused to pay her,
claiming that she had done no work.
“She did not satisfy the terms of the contract,”
Dyer said. “The contract was very specific. I
wrote the contract.”
Dyer made the accusation in a lawsuit filed
earlier this year in which she also claimed she
was forced to take on seven politically connected employees since 1997.
A Ryan spokesman and public health officials have said Newtson did the work required
by the contract. The spokesman also said that
Dyer had repeatedly tried to funnel money to
graphic artist Michael Julian McDermott, who
is the son of the attorney representing her in her
suit against the department, Michael C.

McDermott.
Ryan spokesman Nick Palazzolo would not
comment on details of Dyer’s latest lawsuit, saying that he had not seen it.
“It is a frivolous lawsuit and we are going to
vigorously contest it,” he said.
According to state officials, Dyer was
informed via letter last December that her
removal was prompted by poor performance,
including overspending $1.4 million in a public
health program and setting up a private account
for money from a men’s health fair without
department approval.
Dyer maintains, however, that officials tried
to force her to resign after she sent a letter to
Ryan about Newtson.
Dyer refused and was placed on administrative leave with full pay instead, her letter
says.
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Computers could replace humans for scheduling
By Michelle Jones
Campus editor

The university academic scheduling might be done by a computer
rather than a university employee in
the future.
“We’re looking at some software
to help automate scheduling of
classrooms and possibly other facilities on campus,” said Bill
Witsman, director of information
systems and technical support
information.
The current process of scheduling classes is a manual process that
is very people-intensive, Witsman
said.
“That person who does that has

Surles
from Page 1
Surles. “However, the overall budget, which includes income funds
(tuition and fees collected by the
university) increased only 5 percent.”
Surles explained the reasoning
behind the university’s offer of a 5.5
percent increase. She said the budget appropriated to Eastern provided 3 percent for salary increases
and an additional 1 percent for
retaining critical faculty and staff.
The other 1.5 percent comes from
money the university has budgeted
for additional salary increases.
“This amount is 1.5 percent
more than the amount provided by
the General Assembly and half of a
percent more than the amount rec-

to know all kinds of information of
that facility, look at the schedule of
classes, which is very complex, and
needs of academic departments and
schedule hundreds or thousands of
classes,” he said.
Susie Walden, administrative
clerk in academic affairs, who manually determines the class schedules, now will be retiring. However,
her retirement is not the reason why
academic scheduling is considering
an automated scheduling process,
Witsman said.
An automated system would be
beneficial because it would allow
all of the information to be recorded and stored in a more time-efficient manner.

“It would allow us to determine
much quicker where we should
schedule those classes,” Witsman
said.
An automated system also
would allow more than one person
to view where every class and event
is being held, Witsman said.
“Right now, if you want to know
what room is being used, you have
to call someone,” he said.
A computer system would provide for more than one person to
have easy accessibility to the information; however, the set of people
who would be able to utilize the
computer system has not yet been
determined, he said.
Tentative discussions have taken

place over the past year, but the
most concentrated work has been
done this fall, Witsman said. He is
unsure when the computer system
would be implemented because it
depends on whether the university
finds a successful system that also
is affordable.
Witsman said developers are
going out to search for companies
that sell the kind of software they
are looking for. They research by
the Internet and by talking to other
universities to see how they schedule classes.
Although the university is looking to make the system quicker and
more convenient, Witsman said
care must be taken because comput-

er programs can have side effects.
“There’s never a perfect match,
but to eliminate problems we try to
find software that fits most needs,”
Witsman said.
Implementing any kind of computer system will not necessarily
erase any problems with a manual
system, Witsman said.
“If you have a bad manual
process and you automate it, you
get to a poor conclusion quicker,”
Witsman said. “Just computerizing
something doesn’t make it better.”
The idea to change from a manual scheduling process to an automatic process is not new, Witsman
said.

ommended by the IBHE’s 3+1+1
guidelines. Thus, the total increase
that the university has offered is 5.5
percent.”
Surles said the limited budget
increase, a $1.4 million loss in revenue resulting from fall enrollment
decline, a deferred maintenance list
that is well over $100 million, an
increasing demand to deliver more
technology-based courses and the
necessity to provide fair and equitable salary increases to Eastern
employees show why the university’s offer is reasonable.
“The university’s base budget
has lagged historically behind that
of other institutions, making it
extremely difficult to catch up,”
said Surles. “We must continue to
make a compelling case for parity
funding, and I extend a personal
invitation to UPI and other employ-

ee groups to cooperate with the
administration in this endeavor.”
Wednesday, the UPI held an
emergency meeting to discuss the
negotiations. The faculty discussed
option of taking a vote of no confidence against Surles.
UPI president David Radavich
lead the discussion in a packed
room of faculty and staff in
Buzzard Hall. He said that a 5.5
percent increase is good for the
average university, but not for
Eastern.
“The problem is we’re not at the
average,” Radavich said. “We’re at
the bottom.”
According to Radavich, the time
for the university to give an increase
is now, because “this is the best
budget we’ve had in decades.”
Radavich said that a couple of
million dollars has been identified

as money being shifted by the university. He mentioned the $500,000
set aside by Eastern for distance
learning as part of the money that
was shifted.
Surles responded in her statement by saying the money budgeted for distance learning is very necessary to the university.
“This is a minuscule amount for
long-overdue technological initiatives at a university of this size,”
Surles said.
Surles also addressed the
amount of acting administrators on
campus, specifically, the vice-president for business affairs and vice
president for institutional advancement.
“At the close of these searches,
the advice received from campus
constituent groups was that we not
make appointments for what I con-

curred were good reasons,” Surles
said. “These decisions were made
in a consultative manner.”
Surles said the timing of the
decision to reassign the former
provost of Academic Affairs
(Teshome Abebe) was unfortunate,
but assured the campus that the university would try to fill the position
by fall of 2001.
Surles said that one of the reasons she’s addressing these issues is
because of the negative press that
has surrounded them.
“We have made good progress
with the legislature, but negative
press is counterproductive,” Surles
said. “It hurts the university in
many ways: it demoralizes our faculty; it distracts our students; and it
side-tracks the administration at a
time when we all must be more
focused.”
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Duke found guilty of illegally Motion to suppress
cutting female placekicker
statements denied
GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP) – A
federal jury ruled Thursday that Duke
University illegally cut a female
place-kicker from the football team
solely because of her gender.
The jury now must decide
whether Heather Sue Mercer should
receive damages, with Mercer’s
lawyers suggesting compensatory
damages of $120,000 — the tuition
she paid over four years before her
1998 graduation — plus millions in
punitive damages.
Before attending Duke, Mercer
was a member of a championship
high school team in Yorktown
Heights, N.Y. At Duke, she attended
practices and kicked a 28-yard field
goal that won an intrasquad game, but

was cut in 1996.
Mercer sued the university, arguing that Duke violated Title IX of
1972, which prohibits discrimination
on the basis of sex in educational programs receiving federal funds. She
said she was cut because she is a
woman.
Duke, however, said that Mercer
was dropped from the team because
she didn’t have the skills other kickers did. The university said thencoach Fred Goldsmith cut her more
slack than he would have done for a
man.
“It was obvious she was trying to
do something special,” Goldsmith
testified. “I probably would have
been a lot more brutal with a male. I

would have said, ‘Sorry son, you just
don’t have it.”’
The school’s attorney, John
Simpson, also said Mercer failed to
realize that college football is a big
business, with limited scholarships.
“She didn’t like her status, so she
waved the gender card,” Simpson
said.
Mercer testified she was able to
kick 48-yard field goals. But she said
the coach cut her anyway, telling her:
“Why do you insist on playing football? Why not try something like
beauty pageants?” Goldsmith and
most of her fellow kickers testified
she wasn’t good enough to kick field
goals against teams like Florida State
and Clemson.

Triggerman’s testimony valid in Carruth trial
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) – A
motion to suppress statements
made by the man who admitted
killing former NFL player Rae
Carruth’s pregnant girlfriend was
denied Thursday.
Carruth’s lawyer, David Rudolf,
then asked permission to admit Van
Brett Watkins’ medical records,
which Rudolf said detail jailhouse
threats to kill law enforcement officers and Watkins’ use of an antipsychotic drug.
Superior Court Judge Charles
Lamm said he would decide that
issue later. He is expected to rule on
a number of motions during a two-
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day hearing that started Thursday.
Carruth, 26, and three other men
— Watkins, 40; Michael Eugene
Kennedy, 25; and Stanley Drew
Abraham, 19 — were charged with
murdering
Cherica
Adams.
Watkins, who pleaded guilty to second-degree murder and agreed to
testify against Carruth, could be
sentenced to more than 50 years in
prison.
Adams, 24, was driving in
Charlotte on Nov. 16 when she was
shot four times. Doctors delivered
her son before Adams’ death Dec.
14, and the baby is now in the custody of her family.
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Panthers looks to redeem
mistakes on the golf course
Men’s golf team hosts Intercollegiate Invitational
at Ironhorse Golf Course in Tuscola Monday
By Kristin Rojek
Sports editor

The men’s golf team will take
over the Ironhorse Golf Course in
Tuscola Monday and Tuesday to
host its intercollegiate invitational.
After traveling to compete in
invitationals at Southeast Missouri
and Eastern Kentucky, Eastern
will host its lone invitational of
the fall season. Struggling to finish well at the previous invites, the
Panthers hope to gain some home
course advantages.
“We haven’t been playing well
at the last few tournaments,” head
coach Jay Albaugh said.
“We’ve made some bad decisions, and we’re hoping that being
at home and on a course we’re
familiar with will turn things
around and put a good note to the
end of the season.”
This invitational will wrap up
Eastern’s fall season while taking

“

They’re not making the
mental decisions, and that
makes a difference moving
up in the standings.
Jay Albaugh,
Men’s head golf coach

”

the winter off for conditioning,
heading into the spring season in
March.
Leading Eastern has been
sophomore Dave Rella, playing
No. 1 last year and continuing into
this season.
“He struggled early, but with
each tournament he continues to
get better,” Albaugh said.
The concern for Albaugh is the
third, fourth and fifth positions on
the team. The weakness there has

been a threat to the team and a
weakness many teams can take
advantage of.
“I’m shuffling the lineup, trying to find out who can help us
out,” Albaugh said.
Decision-making has been a
struggle for the team as well, and
Albaugh is hoping to work out
those disabilities at this invitational.
“We have poor course management in making decisions,”
Albaugh said.
“Everyone is fine as far as their
swings, but they’re not making the
mental decisions, and that makes a
difference moving up in the standings.
“If they continue their poor
decision-making, it could be a
long tournament for them.”
The tournament ends the fall
season, but the men’s golf team
will pick up competition again
March 11 over Spring Break.

Streak
from Page 16A
“Our passing to the setters fell
apart in the last two games and
when you are passing off system
then we struggle,” Liss said.
The Panthers went into the
game hoping to stop the two big
hitters for SEMO, Krista Haukap
and Lea Beckemeyer, who currently lead the OVC in kills.
The two combined for 52 of
Southeast’s 76 kills and 46 of the
total 104 digs for the team.
Haukap hit a game-high .400,
while Beckemeyer struggled at
.161.
“We
wanted
to
stop
Beckemeyer, which we did,” head
coach Brenda Winkeler said.
“We waited on the block
against her and we were able to
shut her down for most of the
match.”
“Other than the two big hitters,
they did nothing against us,”
senior Kim Blackwell said. “If we
shut them down, then we know we
can beat them.”
Toward the end of the game
when Beckemeyer was struggling,
Haukap stepped up to lead the
Otahkians to the victory.
“Haukap took over the match
when she needed to,” Winkeler
said.

“It was great senior leadership
on her part.”
Leading the Panthers were Liss
and Blackwell, who both finished
with 16 kills, while Liss had 16
digs and Blackwell finished with
18.
Haukap led the Otahkians with
a match-high 32 kills while
Beckemeyer had a match-high 26
digs.
“I told the team that we had a
good week even though we finished with two losses,” Winkeler
said.
“To beat teams like SEMO and
Saint Louis all six players must be
on and we played well tonight but
we were not on for the entire
match.”
Eastern will now have a twoday break before they face
Creighton at Charleston High
School this Sunday at 1 p.m.
The game will be played in
Baker Gym because of the Family
Weekend activities Eastern has
planned in Lantz Gym.
The match, which is the first
ever meeting of the two teams,
will give the Panthers a break
from OVC action before they take
the road for two next week.
“I expect to play a good match,
similar to the way we played
tonight, against Creighton on
Sunday,” Winkeler said.
“It will be another tough
match.”

SIGMA NU
would like to congratulate
DINA Tenuto

of Alpha Phi
on becoming our new sweetheart
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Where are you taking
your family on
Family Weekend?
Don’t

Sponsored by
Career
Ser vices
www.jobsr v.eiu.edu

Exam, DW Contacts,
& Sunglasses
$99.00
expires 10/31/00

Central Illinois
Vision Associates

Conveniently Located at
580 W. Lincoln Ave
Ave .
Charleston
348-0800
VSP Providers

Dr. Scott Clarke

10 % OFF for
all EIU Students
Toric and bifocal extra charges may apply

Eagle’s Aerie 3100
375 N. 14thSt * 345-1612

Friday 6-8PM $5.00 FISH or $9.00 STEAK Dinner
New Band & Drink Specials Every Week!
9 - Midnight
New Guests & members Welcome
*must be 21 to stay past 9PM*

forget What’s Cookin’. Not only are we
famous for our breakfasts and Strawberry bread, but
we have a huge selection of sandwiches, appetizers,
homemade soups, entree sized salads, and complete
dinners like fajitas, grilled salmon, marinated sirloin
steak and chicken. And don’t forget all the great
desserts. We also have a selection of beer and wine.

What’s Cookin’ has been a family owned and operated
restaurant for over 20 years. We’re located 7 blocks north of
Old Main on 7th Street in the historic downtown business
district. That’s just one block north of the courthouse. We
are open from 7 A.M. until 9 P.M. on Friday and Saturday and
until 2 P.M. on Friday and Saturday and until 2P.M. on
Sunday. Come and see why we have become Charleston’s
favorite restaurant.

409 7th Street
(6 blocks North of Old Main)

345-7427
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After defeating the Otahkians for the OVC title last season, Eastern looks to repeat the victory
By Megan Wadas
Staff Writer

Sara Figiel/ Photo editor
Junior McKenzie Smith fights for the ball against two Middle Tennessee opponents Oct. 5 at
Lakeside Field. Eastern is currently undefeated in Ohio Valley Conference play with a 3-0 record.

As family and friends arrive in
Charleston for Family Weekend this Friday,
the women’s soccer team will be heading
down to Cape Giradeau to take on
Southeast Missouri.
In the past two match-ups between
Eastern (10-3-1, 3-0 in OVC) and Southeast
Missouri (6-4-1,1-2 in OVC), the Panthers
have been victorious. The last time these
two teams played one another was during
the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament
last year, where Eastern was able to pull off
a 2-1 victory.
“I expect this to be a difficult game for
us,” Eastern head coach Steve Ballard said.
“It’s especially hard when the game is on
the road.”
The SEMO women have been improving
a lot since Heather Nelson, the 1999 OVC
Coach of the Year, took over. Since her
move from Florida State to Southeast
Missouri, she has helped make great
improvements for the team.
Despite the Otahkians’ home-field
advantage and Coach of the Year, the
Panthers are confident they can come home
with the win. They have plenty of reasons to
have so much confidence, especially following their big win over Tennessee Tech
last weekend.
Eastern was able to keep its winning

streak alive, capturing its 13th consecutive
win over an OVC team.
One major reason for the Panthers’ win
was freshman forward Beth Liesen, who
scored one goal and assisted on another.
Liesen’s efforts earned her honors as OVC
Player of the Week for the second time this
season.
The Panthers are hoping to use that energy from Liesen and their winning strategy
to beat SEMO Friday.
“The whole team played at the right
level on Saturday,” Ballard said.
“If they can maintain that level of play
this weekend against SEMO, they should
come away with a win.”
The key to the team’s success this season
seems to be its solid team effort.
Friday means a lot to the Eastern
women’s soccer team because with a win
over the Otahkians, the Panthers earn the
right to host the postseason tournament.
This would be the second consecutive
year hosting the OVC tournament, which
Eastern won last year.
Not only would Eastern host the tournament and have the chance to defend its title
at home, the Panthers would secure a tie for
the regular season title, defending their title
from the 1999 season.
Following Friday’s game, Eastern will
continue its road trip to Indiana UniversityPurdue University at Indianapolis for a nonconference match up at 2 p.m.

NOW HIRING
-Delivery Drivers
-Kitchen Help
-Assistant Manager
-Team Leaders
DAY & EVENING HOURS AVAILABLE
FLEXIBLE WORK SCHEDULES
STARTING AT $6.00/HOUR
APPLY WITHIN
407 Lincoln Ave. Charleston
10/12 & 10/13
6:00P.M. - 9:30P.M.
10/16 - 10/20
10:00A.M. - 1:00P.M.
5:00 - 9:00P.M.

BOKSA ENTERPRISES INC.

Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF

GIVE IT A TRY

OUR TOWN
Oct. 5-7 & 13-15
University Theatre
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Need money for
clothes?

Just Mention
This Ad
And Receive

12% OFF
Anything in
the Store!
Except CD’s

Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money!
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Help wanted

Help wanted

For rent

For rent

GREAT PAY!
CIRCULATION
HELP NEEDED AT THE DAILY
EASTERN NEWS!
START
WORK AT 6:00 AM AND DONE
BY 8:00 AM. EARN GREAT PAY
AND ENJOY THE REST OF
YOUR DAY.
RESPONSIBLE
PEOPLE ONLY NEED APPLY.
APPLY IN PERSON AT STUDENT PUBLICATIONS MAIN
OFFICE, 1802 BUZZARD HALL.
________________________00
Attention! Aggressive / Ambitious
Work from home $1,500 PT
$5,0000 FT Mail Order 888-6768605.
______________________10/13
Are you a Special Education
major and looking for experience
in your field? Call Melody at 3488798, ext.134 for details.
______________________10/13
Available Immediately, part-time
janitorial position available for the
hours of 3-7 or 4-8, M-F. Call
Melody at 348-8798, ext.134 for
details.
______________________10/13
Are you currently in a master’s
program in Special Education,
Psychology, or Sociology? Part
time Qualified Mental Retardation
Professional positions available to
work with disabled adults. Good
pay. Call Melody at 348-8798, ext.
134 for details.
______________________10/13
Full Time and Part Time. Have
openings for Fall and Spring
semesters in shipping, receiving,
light assembly. Apply in person
with Scholastic Recognition,
Northwest Business Park, 689
Castle Drive, for directions, call
345-9194
______________________10/19
ARE
YOU
CONNECTED?
INTERNET USERS WANTED
$350 - 800/week. www.homebizoption.com
______________________10/26
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!!! Direct
care positions available in group
homes for individuals with disabilities. Benefits available for fulltime primary positions. Part-time
hours are available. Shifts available are: weekdays 3 pm to
Midnight, and weekends 8 am to 8
pm and Midnight to Midnight.
Applications may be obtained at
CCAR Industries, 1530 Lincoln
Avenue, Charleston, IL 61920 or
call Mandy Vogt, Director of
Residential
Training
and
Personnel at (217) 348-0127
extension 309.
E.O.E.
________________________00
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
Required. Free information packet. Call 202-452-5942.
______________________12/11

Join Peace-Oriented IncomeSharing Community of Students/
Grads starting families near Univ.
Illinois. 1800-498-7781. www.childrenforthefuture.org.
______________________12/11
Make a difference in a child’s life.
Children program seeks mature
adult to assisting home supervision of youth. Applicants must
posses common sense, strong
work ethic, and loving disposition.
$7.00 for first and second shifts,
$7.50 for third shift. Please apply
in person at the Graywood foundation 1550 Douglas Drive suite
206, Chas. EOE.
________________________00
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. is accepting applications part-time for merchandiser
candidates
in
Charleston/Mattoon
area.
Applicants should have retail
experience, good customer relation skills, and ability to work
weekends. This position requires
a valid driver’s license and a good
driving record. We offer competitive wages, and career opportunities after college. Responsibilities
include stocking shelves, building
displays, filling coolers and vending machine. Please contact
Brian @ (217) 348-1001 Ext. 17.
Coca-Cola is an equal opportunity
employer.
________________________00
Want to see THREE DOG NIGHT
for free? Volunteers needed to
usher. Faculty, staff, students . . .
call 3829 for info. between 8-4:30
pm Friday. Ushers needed 610pm Saturday, October 14.
OWN A COMPUTER? Put it to
work!
$350-$850 per week.
www.money4ever.net

One (3 bedroom apartment)
Village Pointe furnished available
immediately. Call 345-2516.
______________________10/13
Parent: Perfect student housing
for sale. 3 bedroom close to Old
Main. Reasonably priced perfect
housing for your student. Call
217-348-8781.
______________________10/25
APTS. AVAILABLE 2nd Semester,
Summer. 1,2,3 persons. 3454489, C21 Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________11/2
New 2 and 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities included, NO
PETS. Renting Spring 2001 and
Fall 2001. 2121 18th Street. Call
345-6885 or 345-7007.
________________________00
Now leasing for Fall 2000 1, 2, & 3
Bedroom apts. Close to campus.
Ph. 345-6533 for details.
________________________00
Dorm living not to your liking?
See our large 2 bedroom apartments. We will even help with a
roommate. Lincolnwood Pinetree
345-6000.
________________________00
1107 & 1109 third, Charleston. 2
bedroom furnished apts. Water &
trash included, $500 per month
345-3100 Shown between 10:00
a.m-4:00 pm
________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2,&3
BEDROOM OFF STREET PARKING, WATER, & TRASH FURNISHED. OFFICE 345-1266 OR
346-3161.
________________________00
Need a roommate? We are the
experts. Lincolnwood Pinetree
345-6000.
________________________00
Two Bedroom Furnished apts. No
Pets or Parties.
345-2231.
McArthur Manor Apts.
________________________00
Apartments, houses available for
fall. Nice and clean with variety to
choose from, 1 bedroom efficiency, 2 bedroom apartments, or 3
bedroom houses. Call 345-5088.
Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________00
Select your apartment now.
Leasing now for January and Fall
2001. Call 345-6000.
________________________00
3 Bedroom Furnished Apts. Very
few left. Call Unique Properties at
345-5022.
________________________00
2 bedroom furnished apt. close to
EIU- $490/mo. No pets 345-7286.
________________________00
Duplex available. Spring & summer. 2 bedroom., 2 bath. Very
nice. Full basement, garage with
electric door opener. Ideal for
female upperclassmen. Phone:

348-7746
_________________________00
Spring and summer. 2 bedroom
furnished and unfurnished apartments available. 2001 S. 12th St.
Phone: 348-7746
_________________________00
Campbell Apartments 1,2,3 bedroom. Heat, water, & trash furnished. Downtown 345-3754.
_________________________00
Nice, close to campus unfurnished
houses for 2001-2002 school year.
No pets. $275/mo. - 12 months
lease. Call 345-3148.
_________________________00

For sale
‘87 Maxima, good condition, new
clutch, battery, belts. $1200 OBO.
14” chrome rims, new in box. $650
OBO. 348-8169.
______________________10/13
2000 Kawasaki, ZRK 1100, 350
miles, BLK, Many Extras, $6500
OBO (217) 348-1360 leave message.
______________________10/19

For rent
Brittany Ridge Townhouse available January 1st! 3-4 Bedrooms,
2 1/2 bath, washer/dryer included.
Walking distance to EIU. 3488201
______________________10/13
Park Place Apts. 1 Bdrm furnished apt for Spring 2001.
425/mo. 345-0926.
______________________10/13

Roommates
Housemates wanted. Nice house
2 block east of the union. Call 3454543.
______________________10/17
1 block to EIU, roommates needed, $200. 1521 2nd St. 345-3273.
______________________10/26
Needed for Spring 2001. Spacious
one bedroom apartment located
on-campus. Reasonably low rent.
Call 345-0320
______________________10/13

Sublessors
1 Sublessor needed for Spring
2001. Single 1 bedroom apartment. Call Brian at 345-0678.
______________________10/24
10,000 Costumes- Reserve yours
now! Reasonable rates. Grand
Ball, 609 Sixth, Charleston. 3452617.
______________________10/13

Announcements
TREAT THE PARENTS TO SOME
FILTH!!! UNCLE FILTHY & THE
CUB SCOUTS FRIDAY @
UPTOWNER 10PM.
______________________10/13
RAISE $1600 -$7000 + GET
FREE CAPS, T-SHIRTS AND
PHONE CARDS! This one week
fundraiser rrequires no investment
and a small amount of time from
you or your club. Qualified callers
receive a free gift just for calling.
Call today 1-800-808-7742x80.
______________________10/13
EASTSIDE PACKAGE FAMILY
WEEKEND SPECIALS, BUD,
BUD LT 18 CANS $9.99, MICHELOB, LT., AMBER 6 BTLS $3.99,
KEY LT 24 CANS $8.99, JIM
BEEM 750 mL $8.99, BACARDI
LIMON 750 mL $10.99, EASTSIDE PACKAGE 18TH & JACKSON 345-5722.
______________________10/13
Want to see THREE DOG NIGHT

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form

Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______

Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

Answer to today’s puzzle

CampusClips
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE FELLOWSHIP.
Contemporary Worship Service. Sunday, October 15 at 67pm. 1st Presbyterian Church is located on 7th street
across from “What’s Cookin.” Come for an informal time
for worship and devotions.
SIGMA IOTA LAMBDA. Mock LSAT on October 14 at
9am in Coleman Hall Rm 205. Bring $15 and register
with Dr. Leigh. Deadline is Friday.
HEALTH EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTERHEALTH SERVICE. Red Ribbon Handout on October 14
at 1:30pm at the Football Stadium. Sponsered by: BACCHUS And Athletic Dept.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Free Sunday Supper on
Sunday, October 15 at 5:30pm. Wesley Foundation is
located across 4th street from Lawson. Come and have a
homemade supper with your friends.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Lighthouse. October 13 from
10pm to 1am. Wesley Foundation is located across 4th
street from Lawson. Come over and enjoy the newly
redecorated Lighthouse for an evening of fun, dancing,
and visiting with friends, ect.
JAPANESE ANIMATION SOCIETY. Meeting on Friday,
October 13 at 5pm. Effingham Room in the Union. All
are welcome. This week we continue watching Record of
Lodoss War and Macross Plus. Our feature this week is
Ghost in the Shell.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE. Sunday morning worship will be held on Oct. 15 at 10:30 am in Buzzard
Auditorium. 9:30 prayer and 10:00 doughnuts. Everyone
is invited.
STUDENT REC CENTER. Table tennis doubles tourney, foosball doubles tourney, hoopshoot contest on
Saturday, October 14 from 10-12:30 at the student rec
center. Teams will consist of parent and students. Sign
up at the front desk of the SRC by Sat. before 9:00 a.m.
Hope to see you there.
AIS (Association of International Students)is having an
informational meeting for a Chicago trip on Friday, Oct.
13 at 4:00 pm on the 2nd floor of the Union East Wing.
AIS is taking a ttrip to Chicago/Great America on Oct 2021. Please come to meeting oon Friday to sign up and
bring a $34.00 deposit.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES.
Choir Practice on Friday, October 13 at 6pm. Fine Arts
Building room 13 in the basement. Come and Make a
Joyful Noise Unto the Lord! Any questions call Rashida
@ 581-8074.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES.
Church on Sunday, October 15 at 1:30pm in Buzzard
Auditorium. Come and Be Blessed!
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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After two months of battle, Panthers get a break
Women’s rugby team
prepares to face Illinois
in Midwest Regional
By Troy Hinkel
Staff writer

This week, Eastern’s women’s rugby
team has a weekend off in preparation for
the second round of the Midwest Regional
against the University of Illinois Oct. 21.
The Panthers (3-3) are to build on the
success they had this past weekend as they
beat the Indiana University 45-7.
“When we play Illinois it’s going to be a
good game,” head coach Frank Graziano
said. “Whoever wins, it will be less than a
10-point victory.”
The Panthers fought a tough loss to the
Illini 14-5 last year and are out to seek
revenge this season.
“Last season, we finished ranked sixth in
the nation and they finished third in the
nation and both of us are still very good
teams,” Graziano said. “I expect it to be a
battle.”
The Panthers will have to use a balanced
attack of scorers to defeat the Illini.
Thus far this season, nine different players have scored for the Panthers, being led
by Mary Archer, who has 8 tris and 50
points total. Erin Voelz leads the team with
5 assists.
Being family weekend, Eastern will take
a break after almost two months straight of
competition to enjoy the festivities and visit

their families.
“It works out great for us since this
weekend is family weekend and we have a
break in the schedule,” Graziano said.
“Some of the players are going home
and others have their families coming down
and I am letting them have the weekend off.
They have worked hard so far this season
and they deserve the break.”
The break in the schedule also allows the
Panthers to get healthy for the first time in
the last month.
“The week break between games will
give us a chance to get healthy as we have
quite a few players with nagging injuries,”
Graziano said.
Hoping to use the break to recover are
Nissa Piet and Voelz, who were both kept
out of this past weekends game with slight
concussions.
Nissa, the main kicker on the team, is
currently second on the team with 21 points
scored on one tri, five conversions and two
penalty kicks, while Voelz is third on the
team with 15 points scored on three tris.
Also hoping for recovery are Erin Dolan
and Katie Biesboer, who have both suffered
broken noses during action over the past
month.
“Erin and Nissa should be fully healthy
for the game and I expect Katie and Erin
(Dolan), to be fully ready to play,” Graziano
said.
Other Panthers will use the time to heal
twisted and sprained ankles, knees, and
necks while honing their game for Illinois.
“The bumps and bruises need to heal and
time off will help with that,” Graziano said.
“Hopefully in a week, we will be fully
healthy and ready for Illinois.”

Karee Ethridge/ Staff photographer
A member of Eastern’s rugby team gets lifted into the air by her teammates in a match-up against
Marquette Sept. 23. Eastern now faces Illinois in the second round of the Midwest Regional.
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UNIVERSITY
ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION MEETING.
Students MUST attend a meeting
to formally apply for University
Admission to Teacher Education and to

initiate the selection process. The
College of Education and Professional
Studies schedules meetings each
semester. The required formal application form is distributed and collected at
the meetings and the rules and regulations concerning selection, admission
to and retention in teacher education
are explained. STUDENTS WHO
HAVE NOT PREVIOUSLY APPLIED
MUST ATTEND A MEETING. The
following meetings are available FALL
SEMESTER 2000 to initiate the selection process:
Saturday, October 28* 1501 Buzzard

Announcements

Personals

for free? Volunteers needed to usher.
Faculty, staff, students... call 3829 for
info. between 8-4:30pm Friday.
Ushers needed 6-10pm. Saturday,
October 14.
________________________10/14

________________________10/13
Delta Zeta would like to thank Craig,
Sam, and Kevin of Lambda Chi
Alpha for being great Wateermelon
Coaches.
________________________10/13
Congratulations Annie Toffanelli on
becoming sweetheart for the men of
Pi Kappa Alpha. Love, Your Delta
Zeta Sisters.
________________________10/13
SHELLEY ROYAL of ASA ~
Congrats on your engagement to
Chris Albers! Alpha Love, your sisters.
________________________10/13
EASTSIDE PACKAGE FAMILY
WEEKEND SPECIALS. BUD, BUD
Lt 18 CANS $19.99, MICHELOB, LT.,
AMBER BTLS $3.99, KEY LT 24
CANS $8.99, JIM BEEM 750 mL
$10.99, BACARDI LIMON 750 mL
$10.99, EASTSIDE PACKAGE 18TH
& JACKSON 345-5722.
________________________10/13
Welcome Students. Monthly 10 pack
give-away at Tropitan. 618 W. Lincoln
348-TAN3.
__________________________00
Sherri, Susan, Dar’Keith, Ryan,
Chad, Jayson, Neftali, and everyone
else- KEEP YOUR HEADS UP!
Thanks for the help this week- you
guys are the ABSOLUTE BEST!
Love always, Mo.
________________________10/13
Mark- HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY!!
Today’s YOUR day- go out and celebrate!! Love you always, Maureen
________________________10/13

Officialnotices
Official notices are paid for by the Office of
University Publications.
Questions concerning notices should be
directed to the originator.

Personals
MARY VASHKELIS OF SIGMA
KAPPA: Congratulations on getting
the new SIGMA PI SWEETHEART!
Your sisters are very excited for you!
________________________10/12
Alcoholics Anonymous on-campus
group is now meeting. Contact Jeff at
581-7186 for additional information,
meetings time, and locations.
________________________10/13
Attention Kappa Delta’s... WE HAVE
ARRIVED!!!
________________________10/13
To the men of Pi Kappa Alpha, Thank
you for an amazing Homecoming!
Love, The ladies of Kappa Delta
________________________10/13
Quit smoking now! A free smoking
cessation clinic will start on October
17th. For more information, contact
Eric at 581-3912 or csesd@eiu.edu
________________________10/13
Congratulations Jamie Skraba on
becoming the sweetheart for the men
of Delta Tau Delta. Love, Your Delta
Zeta Sisters.
________________________10/13
Ed, Charlie, and the men of Delta Chi
for a wonderful homecoming. Love
the women of Delta Zeta.

Hall Auditorium
1-1:50pm
Thursday, November 9 1501 Buzzard
Hall Auditorium
6- 6:50pm
Saturday, December 2* 1501 Buzzard
Hall Auditorium
1- 1:50pm
* The TAP is also being offered on this
date.
The next opportunity to initiate the
“Selection Process” and apply for
University Admission to Teacher
Education will be during the Spring
Semester, 2001.
ILLINOIS TEACHER CERTIFICATION EXAMS.

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

All applicants for Illinios teaching
certificates (or administrative or school
service personnel certificates) must
pass the Illinios Certification Tests
before being issued a certificate. Each
applicant must pass the ICTS Basic
Skills test and the appropriate subjectmatter knowledge test(s). It is suggested that the Basic Skills Test be taken
early in one’s college career and the
subject-matter test(s) be taken after the
completion of all or more of the courses in one’s major. Since these tests are
given only four times each year, interested individuals should be aware ot

the dates and deadlines listed below.
Anyone having any questions concerning these exams, or needing to pick up
registration forms, study guides or
needing assistance may contact the
College of Education and Professional
Studies in room 1420 Buzzard Hall.

2001
April 7, 2001
February 23, 2001
May 18, 2001
July 7, 2001
May 25, 2001
August 17, 2001

REGISTRATION
SCORE REPORT
TEST DATE
DEADLINE
DATE
January 6, 2001
November 24, 2000

DROP DEADLINE
The deadline for dropping a class
and receiving an automatic “W” for the
class is Friday, October 20. Be sure to
call in on Touch-Tone at least 15 minutes before the system goes down.

February 23,

BY MIKE PETERS
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Men’s soccer team faces a pair of road battles
By Derek Cuculich
Staff Writer

The Eastern men’s soccer team will
look to stay undefeated on the road this
weekend as they travel to the University of
Tulsa on Friday to take on the Golden
Hurricane, and on Sunday to battle No. 23
Southwest Missouri State.
Tulsa (7-4-0, 2-2-0) will be a challenging test for the Panthers (9-1-1, 3-1-0).
Led by senior mid-fielder Eric
Dominguez’s eight goals and four assists,
the Golden Hurricane has had a successful
season so far.
“(Tulsa) will be very solid,” head coach
Adam Howarth said. “They have been in
every game they’ve played; nobody has
blown them out.”
The Hurricane style of play is a very
familiar one for Howarth and the Panthers.
“They play a flat-back four, which is
similar to what Vanderbilt played,”
Howarth said. “We were successful last
week, so we’ll look to attack it the same
way.”
For Eastern to attack the defense in a
positive way, they will look to get the ball
on the foot of freshman forward Jason
Thompson.
Thompson will look to add to his teamhigh 18 goals and 41 overall points, which
includes 10 goals in a two game performance last weekend.
“We need to make sure Jason gets the
ball as much as possible,” coach Howarth
said. “We just have to make sure we get

him the ball in goal scoring positions.”
Sunday, the Panthers will take on the
23rd ranked Bears (7-3-1, 2-2-0).
Southwest Missouri is coming off of a
tough weekend, which included a 2-1 loss
at the hands of the No. 4 Southern
Methodist Mustangs and an upset 1-0
overtime loss to Texas Christian
University.
The Panther’s have had trouble handling the athletic ability of the Bears in the
past, but Howarth believes this year could
be different.
“From the skill and speed aspect of the
game, we are just as good as them,”
Howarth said. “We need to take away what
they have and neutralize their athletic ability.”
The Panthers’ high powered offense
will be facing possibly thier biggest challenge of the year as they face off against
two-time Missouri Valley Defensive Player
of the Week, goal keeper Mark
Modersohn.
Modersohn has posted three shutouts
this year while sporting an impressive 0.88
goals against average.
Eastern’s starting striker duo of
Thompson and senior Casey McCormac
will have to keep pumping shots on net for
the Panther’s to pull off the upset.
“If people aren’t shooting at him, he
doesn’t have to make any saves,” Howarth
said.
“I think what we need to do is just keep
shooting and keep creating scoring
chances.”

Sara Figiel/ Photo editor
Freshman forward Jason Thompson reaches for the ball during a game against Southern Methodist
Oct. 1. Eastern is currently ranked second in the Missouri Valley Conference to SMU.

Going Back To School?

Little Johnny, age 7, after making
$50.00 off his lemonade stand.
He still has more money than
you. You wanna know why?...
BECAUSE HE

ADVERTISED!!!

Gr eat Daily Specials!
Study This!
“School is one place you’ll find the better ingredients to make a better life.
So good luck and study hard.”

348-8282
Large Thin 3
Topping
$9.99

3 Large 1
Topping
$19.99

424 W. Lincoln
10” 1 Topping
& Order of
Breadsticks
$6.99

Monday:
Stag 75 ¢
10¢ Hotwings
$1 01 1/2 lb. Bur ger

Tuesday: 10¢ Hotwings
95
Wednesday: Walleye Basket $2 95
Thursday: 75¢ Tacos

*Beverage Purchase Required with all food
No carry out

Don’t Forget! Every Friday & Saturday Night Liv e Music and the same great food!
Sunday: Grill open noon to 10pm.
Pizza available ‘til Midnight everyday
*No minor s after 9pm

Open Mon - Thurs 3pm
Fri, Sat, Sun at
noon

phone 235-0123
3020 Lakeland Blvd S. Rt. 45 - Mattoon
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Cross country teams fine tune before conference
With one weekend remaining to host OVC championship race, Iowa State and Western provide competition
By Kristin Rojek
Sports editor

While the women’s cross country team will head to Macomb for
the Western Invitational Saturday,
the men’s cross country team will
have a change of plans.
Although the team was suppose
to join the women in Macomb, head
coach John McInerney will split the
team, sending the top seven to the
pre-national meet at Iowa State,
while the rest of the team will continue to Western Illinois.
“We’re a little too untested
before the conference meet, so need
need to get in a huge field with 200
or 300 guys and see how tight we
are,” McInerney said.

advertise
advertise
advertise

The men’s team was hoping to
accomplish this at the pre-district
meet at Northern Illinois just two
weeks ago, but after it resulted in a
dual meet between Eastern and
Northern Iowa, the Panthers need to
readjust their competition.
Eastern will host the Ohio Valley
Conference cross country championship race this year Saturday, Oct.
28, and last minute adjustments in
an extreme 10,000-meter racing
atmosphere is what the team needs.
We’re going to face 30 teams
from all across the country, so we’ll
have our hands full,” McInerney
said.
Making the trip to Iowa State
will be front runner Jason Bialka,
Damon Nicholas, Dan Mackey, Jeff

Jonaitis, Ryan Hall and John Sipple
as the top six.
The seventh runner is still shaky,
as Josh Vance has a sore foot and
may be substituted by Eric
Gruberman.
“If his foot doesn’t hold up we’ll
have to substitute him with
Gruberman, but we’ll have a consistent seven and all the others will
run in a second solid group at
Western,” McInerney said.
“We’ll see how well we pack
together.”
Heading to Macomb will be the
solid Eastern performers Andrew
Moroney, Vince Neil and Mark
Cumbee leading the remaining
Panther crew.
The entire women’s team will

travel to Macomb healthy and looking for battle before the OVC
championship race.
Eastern will be placed in a field
among Western, the University of
Illinois-Chicago,
Indiana
University-Purdue University at
Indianapolis, Oakland University
and Illinois State.
Four Panthers headed to
Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale last weekend to have an
opportunity to race, and although
they were unscored in the meet, the
team as a whole is ready to go.
“Beth (Martin’s) back running
and looking good,” McInerney said
after Martin’s hip injury last week.
“We’re hoping to do some good
stuff there,” McInerney said.

“This is just another step for us.
We were pleased with September
and had a couple of weeks to train.
“This is important for our
women to come together for another stepping stone and a final chance
to make a statement more for ourselves before conference.”
The women need a successful
race at Western this weekend to prepare for a top finish at the conference meet next weekend.
“The conference looks wide
open, with Eastern Kentucky as the
favorite because of their history,”
McInerney said.
“It’s still a big group and we’re
right in the heart of it, we’re in the
fight for the challenge, so it’ll be
exciting.”

Hairbenders

Brian’s Place Nightclub & Sports Bar
Keep the weekend fun going at the
Largest Nightclub in Central Illinois!!
It’s worth the drive!

Sun- $1.75 22oz. Bottles
Sun open till 1a.m.

21st & Broadway Mattoon 234-4151

1820 McKinely
Ave.
345-6363

Xtreme dance
music every
Fri & Sat w/ DJ
4-Play & G-Man

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!

advertise

Your Parents Are Comming

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News

Tommy Boy

Pharmacy
General Merchandise
Mon. - Sat. 8am - 9 pm
Mon. - Fri. 8 am - 7 pm
Sun. 9 am - 7 pm
Liquor Department 345-7068 • 566 W. Lincoln AMERICA'S DRUG STORE
Sat. 9am - 5 pm
Mon. - Sat. 9 am - 9 pm Pharmacy - Hallmark - Cosmetics Sun. 10 am - 5 pm
Liquor - One Hour Photo Finishing
sun 12 - 7 pm
COUPON #999
Order 2 Sets,
2nd Set

Osco Single Use
Camera

99 ¢ $ 99

4” Jumbo Size
Color Print Processing

One Hour Service Only! Any Exp. Roll!

Coupon must accompany roll. 35mm C-41 processing only.
*Limited to machine capacity.

18-Pack
Budweiser,
Bud Light
selected varieties.
12-ounce cans.

$

5.

$ 99

9. 7.
99
each

89

each

k
c
a
P
24

2- Liter Pepsi or
Mountain Dew
selected varieties

2- Liter Coke or
Sprite
selected varieties

¢

each

plus deposit
where applicable

Beringer
White Zinfandel

$

4.

99

Phone 345-7068 • Pharmacy 345-7069
566 W. Lincoln, Charleston

each
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Battle of defense
tests the Panthers
By Anthony Braviere
Associate sports editor

Eric Wolters/ Assoc. photo editor
The football team celebrates its 33-19 victory over Tennessee
State Saturday during Eastern’s Homecoming.

After five consecutive losses against
Murray State, Eastern will look to get
the monkey off its back when they take
on the Racers in the Family Weekend
game this Saturday at O’Brien Stadium
at 1:30 p.m.
“I think our players are aware of the
fact that that we haven’t beaten Murray
State since 1993, and if that is what
inspires (them) emotionally, that’s fine,”
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said.
“But that kind of thing wears off
after a couple of snaps or two.
“That can’t be the only reason for
wanting to win a football game. I really
think that there should be a greater purpose to win.”
While both teams are coming off
wins in their last game, Murray State (33, 1-1) has had a rough go this year. The
Racers have not been able to get any
consistency going with their team.
Unable to win two games in a row so far
this season, head coach Joe Pannunzio
knows it’s going to take time for his
team to come together.
“We are a very young football team,
and with our new offensive system, it’s
just not going to happen right away,”
Pannunzio said.
Even if Pannunzio thinks that his
team is underachieving right now, Spoo
thinks that the Racers’ record is not
indicative of their play.
“I think that their record is deceiving
to say the least,” Spoo said. “All that
really matters is what you do on game
days.”
The Panthers are flying high after a

huge win over Tennessee State last
week, and come into Saturday’s game
with a 4-1 record overall and are in third
place in the Ohio Valley Conference
with a 2-0 conference record.
“They have played very well this
season; coming into this weekend, if I
were an oddsmaker, I would have to
take Eastern, if we don’t play a very
good game,” Pannunzio said.
Despite being the better team so far
this season, Eastern knows that Murray
State will come into the game looking
to upset one of the OVC’s better teams.
Murray State brings to Charleston an
offense that ranks No. 19 in the nation
for Division I-AA in total offense by
averaging 443.7 yards per game.
The Racers have established an
offense this season that has many of the
OVC’s top skill position players who
have helped their offense become one
of the more prolific offenses in the conference.
“I know that they have many good
skill position players on the offensive
side of the ball,” Spoo said. “But if we
can stop their base runs and passes, and
keep pressure on the quarterback, we
should be successful. We know that we
aren’t going to be able to stop everything that they are going to do, but if we
stop the base things we’ll be okay.”
One player that the Panthers will
have to be aware of is wide receiver
Michael Slater.
The junior has been the go-to-guy
for redshirt freshman quarterback
Stewart Childress all season long.
He has caught 28 balls this season
for 579 yards and seven touchdowns on
the year.

To lead a Racer receiving corp that
has five players with over 12 catches on
the season.
“Well, Michael has been a huge
playmaker for us all season long,”
Pannunzio said. “He has caught a lot of
touchdowns for us this season, and
opened it up for some of our other
receivers to catch more passes.”
The Racer offense will bring a very
formidable challenge to a Panther
defense that is ranked No. 3 in the OVC
in total defense and No. 6 nationally in
pass defense.
Led by Corey Lewis, who has 44
tackles, and by Brian Jones, who has 40
tackles but may not play Saturday due
to an illness, Eastern’s defense has been
a brick wall to opposing offenses.
“I think this game will be a big test
for our defense. I think we will use this
opportunity of playing a team like
Murray State to rise to the occasion,”
Spoo said.
“I hope we can do what Tennessee
State did against us, and that’s take us
out of our offense early in the ball
game.”
While the defense has been solid all
year long for Eastern, the offense has
paved the way for some huge wins. The
Panthers are ranked No. 2 in the nation
in scoring offense with 43 points per
game, and are ninth in the nation in
passing offense.
With all of the numbers that both
teams have put up offensively, the game
could turn into a barn burner.
“There certainly is a possibility of
the game becoming a shoot out,” Spoo
said. “I hope it doesn’t, but if it does, I
think we can adapt and be ready.”

SEMO holds onto 27-match winning streak
Eastern plays tough four-game
battle despite second OVC loss
By Troy Hinkel
Staff writer

Eastern’s volleyball team lost a
tough four-game match to Ohio
Valley
Conference
leader
Southeast Missouri Thursday
night in Lantz gym.
For the Panthers (12-7,7-2), it’s
their second defeat of the year to
the Otakians (12-8,8-0), who run
their OVC winning streak up to 27
straight matches.
Eastern, who has lost five
straight games to SEMO, was
seeking revenge for a three-game
sweep at Cape Girardeau earlier in
the year.
“We took a game from them
and we played well in the first two
games,” Winkeler said.
“I think we played them much
more competitive than we did the
first time.”
The Panthers opened the game
with a burst, showing the
Otahkians that they were in for a
battle.
Using superior blocking and
hitting, the Panthers battled with

SEMO throughout the 35-minute
first game, but because of serving
errors, Eastern lost 15-11.
“Our serving really hurt us in
game one,” sophomore Karen Liss
said. “The errors was one of the
main reasons that we lost game
one.”
Using the same intensity that
they came out with in the first
game, Eastern used a balanced hitting attack that finished with a
match-high .259 for Eastern, to tie
the match at one game a piece.
This game loss was the first
hitting loss that SEMO had suffered all season long.
After the break, the Panthers
came out prepared, but they could
not handle SEMO’s offense,
which hit a match high .405 in
game three as Eastern lost 15-5.
The Panthers passing then fell
apart in game four as SEMO finished them off 15-4 as they hit
.324 compared to Eastern’s -.027
for game four.
See STREAK Page 10A

Eric Wolters/ Assoc. photo editor
Junior outside hitter Carrie Stevens digs the ball Thursday night against Southeast Missouri. Despite the Panther’s loss
to SEMO in four games, Eastern pulled through with 11 blocks for the night.
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Family Weekend Guide

What students do is all relative
Fun with the family ...

By Sara E. Figiel
Staff editor

Family Weekend kicks off on
Friday in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, with activities
starting at 4 p.m. and running until
midnight.
Saturday is also packed with
activities for students and visiting
family members commencing at 9
a.m. with a continental breakfast. The
main attraction is going to debut on
Saturday night at 7 p.m. in Lantz
Gymnasium featuring, Three Dog
Night and Billy D. Washington in
Lantz Gymnasium at 7 p.m.
Family weekend offers a good
opportunity for the parents of students to get a chance to get aquinted
with Eastern’s atmosphere and their
children’s living environment, and
most importantly, have something to
do.
Andrew Croegaert, a sophomore
undecided major, is going to participate in some of the family weekend
activities, Croegaert enjoys spending
time with his family even if it is just
for one day.
“My family doesn’t visit that
often, and it is rare when they do, but
I’m excited for this weekend at least
I’ll get to have at least one meal on

Not every student chooses to take
part in Family Weekend festivities
By Vy Herman
Staff writer

Even though it may seem to be
an easy question to answer, some
Eastern students admitted they did
not know that Homecoming and
Family Weekend are actually two
different events.
Perhaps the confusion derives
from the fact that both events have
scheduled activities and are held a
week apart.
The majority of students do know;
however, that Family Weekend is
designated for the purpose of giving
family and friends an opportunity to
visit campus for a particular occasion.
Students said they enjoy knowing that their family and friends are
coming down for a designated
event.
“This event gives students
whose families live far away a
chance to come down and visit their

students on a designated weekend
with planned activities,” said
Megan Probst, a senior music
major.
With Family Weekend falling
just after midterms, the stress level
for students is high, and some said
having a fun-filled event to look
forward to seems to help ease the
stress.
“Family Weekend gives parents
a chance to see the campus,” said
Alisha Fear, a computer management major. “It also gives them a
good excuse to visit.”
The idea of families visiting students is a very positive aspect of
Family Weekend, but unfortunately
some students said they don’t like
the selection of entertainment.
Without a doubt, the one thing
most students agreed upon is the
fact that the town of Charleston
becomes extremely crowded.
This is annoying to the students

my parents,” Croegaert said.
Ella Clemens, a sophomore elementary education major, is planning
on participating in Family Weekend,
and said that the reason why she is so
excited is because of the featured
comedian.
“I am way pumped for the comedy show, and so is my family,”
Clemens said. “I just like to laugh.”
Amy Hennessey, a junior elementary education major, doesn’t plan on
participating in the activities this
weekend because she doesn’t have
any family members who plan on
attending.
“Well, my sisters came down for
Homecoming last weekend, so I am
not that sad, plus I was already planning on going out of town this weekend, so I won’t feel like I am missing
anything, ” Hennessey said.
Nicole Smith, a senior English
major, has some extra activities
planned for her parents aside from the
regular Eastern activities. Smith has
planned a scavenger hunt for her parents to go on when they arrive.
“It is going to be a surprise, and I
hope they don’t mind, but they are
pretty adventurous so they should
like it,” Smith said.
“I plan to be at the end of the scavenger hunt waiting.”

or by yourself.

who like the peace and quiet of this
small town.
“It is very crowded in town at
this time of year,” said Melissa
Heath, a family and consumer sciences hospitality major.
“The streets become so terribly
busy with all the traffic, and this
causes great confusion as well as
making it very hard to find available parking spaces. Things get
crazy and the residents are so grateful when visitors leave.”
All in all, it seems everyone
enjoys the opportunity of celebrating this annual event. Students hope
it will continue to be something that
all other future students can look
forward to.
“Family Weekend is a rockin’
opportunity to show off our campus
to our friends and family,” said Tim
Rademacher, a senior psychology
major. “I think that EIU tries really
hard to make it a great event.”

Inside the guide ...
University offers variety
of family dining and
entertainment options.
Page 2B

Tickets still available
for Saturday’s Three
Dog Night show.
Page 3B

Construction continues across campus
and throughout city.
Page 8B
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Family Weekend
Eastern ready to play host to families
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University offers
variety of family
dining options

Entertainment
choices include
everything
from concerts
to casinos

By Jamie Moore
Activities editor

Family Weekend offers a wide variety
of dining options for students and their
families on campus throughout the weekend.
Starting Friday night, an all-you-caneat spaghetti dinner will be held in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The cost of attending the dinner is
$6.50 for Eastern students and adults and
$3.50 for children ages 6 to 10. Children
ages 5 and under can eat free, said Ceci
Brinker, director of student life.
On Saturday morning, a free continental breakfast to welcome families to
Family Weekend will take place from 9
a.m. to noon in the east wing of the
University Union. It is being sponsored
by Eastern’s Parents Club, she said.
The Panther Picnic will take place
from 11 a.m to 1 p.m. in the North Quad
on campus Saturday.
The menu will feature grilled Panther
Burgers for $4.75; Chick-fil-A chicken
sandwiches for $5.50 and Subway sandwiches ranging in price from $4.25 to
$5.25, she said.
Students will be able to use their panther card at the picnic to purchase the
food, she said.
Saturday evening will feature an allyou-can-eat buffet from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.
in the Grand Ballroom of the University
Union.
The buffet will cost $9 for Eastern students and adults and $4.50 for children
ages 6 to 10. Children 5 and under can eat
free, she said.
The menu for the buffet ranges from
boneless chicken, five-cheese lasagna and
roast beef, Brinker said.
On Sunday morning, Family Weekend
will conclude with a buffet breakfast in
both ballrooms of the University Union.
The breakfast will begin at 9 a.m and
continue until noon. Prices for the buffet will be $7.50 for Eastern students
and adults and $4 for children ages 6 to
10 with children 5 and under eating
free.

By Jamie Moore
Activities editor

Students and families will
have plenty to do this weekend
from casinos to concerts as
Family Weekend kicks off.
Staring on Friday night, the
Martin
Luther
King
Jr.
University
Union
Grand
Ballroom turns into a casino
when “Monte Carlo Night”
begins.
The casino will offer bingo
and casino games. Prizes will be
raffled off throughout the night
and refreshments will be provided, said Ceci Brinker, director of
student life.
“Monte Carlo Night” is being
sponsored by the University
Board and will begin at 8 p.m
and will run until 11 p.m, she
said.
The major event of Family
Weekend will take place on
Saturday night as the band, Three
Dog Night, with opening act
Billy D. Washington, performs in
Lantz Gym.
Doors open at 7 p.m. and the
concert begins at 8 p.m.
For a more relaxed atmosphere, Family Weekend offers
the Panther Picnic from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. on Saturday in the
North Quad, she said.
Also on Saturday, Eastern’s
football team will take on the
Murray State Racers at 1:30 p.m.
at O’Brien Stadium.
For individuals who wish to
burn off extra energy, the Student
Recreation Center also will host
an open house all weekend from
8 a.m to 9 p.m. for students and
families to use the facilities, she
said.

File photos
(Top) Janet Lutha
carefully paints 4year-old Marissa
Pasillas’ face during last year’s
Family Weekend.
(Right) Panther running back Jabarey
McDavid gets taken
down by a University
of Tennessee-Martin
defender during last
year’s Family
Weekend win over the
Skyhawks.
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New fast 25 item food bar

1/2 Big Daddy Burger $1.49
Juicy Philly Cheesesteak
$2.49
GYROS $2.99

24oz Cans Bud,
Bud Light, Miller
Lite $3.oo
DJ 9-close

open at 10:00am
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Three Dog Night set to headline Family Weekend show
Approximately 1,350
tickets still available
for Saturday’s show
By Christine Demma
Staff editor

About 1,350 seats are still available for the
Family Weekend Concert, starring Three Dog
Night.
Tickets can still be purchased from 9 a.m.
until 8 p.m. and Saturday from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
in the Martin Luther King, Jr University Union.
Ceci Brinker, director of student life, anticipates between 2,500 and 3,000 people to attend
the concert. The total amount of seats available
are 4,000.
Brinker said she is optimistic that tickets
sales will pick up. People from outside of the
East-Central Illinois area also are interested in
coming to the concert, she said.
“(Three Dog Night) is on tour right now and
(Eastern) is on their tour,” Brinker said.
Three Dog Night has performed at Lake
Land College in the past and was successful,

Brinker said.
“(University Board) hopes this is something
both students and parents will like,” Brinker
said.
Last year, the Family Weekend concerts by
the Grass Roots, the Turtles and Gary Puckett
made a profit, and Brinker said she hopes it will
be the case this year. The UB broke even on
costs and had sold all but 650 tickets by Sept.
23 for the Sept. 25 concert.
In 1998, Bill Cosby came to campus with
two shows on Saturday night. Both shows sold
out.
When deciding to present a concert, Brinker
said first and foremost, the UB make sure the
entertainment is enjoyable, and then looks at
breaking even and profit factors.
“Even though the concert is not at sellout
capacity, we are on track to breaking even,” she
said.
UB is trying do keep entertainment at a reasonable price in order to keep overhead down
because concerts sometimes receive negative
publicity, Brinker said.
Tickets may be purchased at the Business
Operations Office, located in the Martin Luther
File Photo
King Jr. University Union, Room 200. The cost
Gary
Puckett
performs
at
last
year’s
Family
Weekend
concert.
About
1,350
tickets
are
still
available
to
of tickets are $18 each.
this year’s show featuring Three Dog Night.
For more information, call 581-3616.

If you’re reading
this...

E.L. Krackers
Welcomes EIU Parents
so are they.

Friday

Lunch 11:00-12:00

Dinner 3:30-10:00

Satur day

Lunch 11:00-2:00

Dinner 3:30-10:00

Sunday
advertise.

Need a reason
to smile?

345-5722 413 w. Lincoln

Advertise... one
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Beat Murray State

Brunch Buffet
10:30-1:30
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SUPER FOODS
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Walker’s EastSide
Village Market

Walker’s Super
Saver West

960 18th Street
Charleston, IL 61920

Lincoln & University
Charleston, IL 61920

Walker’s Super
Foods Midtown

Walker’s Super
Foods South

2000 Western Ave.
Mattoon, IL 61938

1616 Lakeland
Mattoon, IL 61938

Prices Effective: Fri, Oct. 13, 2000
To Thurs., Oct. 19, 2000
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

WELCOME PARENTS!
All VARITIES

Ground Fresh Daily

Frito Lay Doritos

3/$6

Family Pack

Ground
Beef

97¢

13 to 14 oz Bags

SUPER FOODS

Bud &
Bud Light

LB

Roundy’s IQF

Eckrich

Chopped Ham
97
$1.
LB.

Walker’s
2% Milk
87

$1

GAL.

All Varities 7-UP,

Dr. Pepper or Pepsi
4/$10

12-Pack
Limit 4 12-Packs

Italian Pastries (Yellow Box)

Tony’s Pizza
12-inch

$10

5/

Boneless
Chicken
Breast

18 pack

47

$5

Orange Juice
64-oz Cartons

4/$10
All Available

Coke
Products

2 - Liter Bottle

67¢
SWANSON
Pot Pies
7-oz Pkgs.

2/

Natural Light

3 lb bag

Florida Natural

$1

$9

57

2/

12 pack

Beringer White
Zinfandel
750ML

$9

$4
Alcohol Sold Only at. . .
Walker’s Super
Saver West
Lincoln & University
Charleston, IL 61920

00

77

Walker’s Super
Foods South
1616 Lakeland
Mattoon, IL 61938

Walkers Is Your Store!
BE SURE TO HAVE YOUR CARD PUNCHED EACH WEEK TO BE
ELIGIBLE TO WIN THE

PON T IAC S UNFIRE
T RIP FOR 2 TO
L A S VEG A S
BIG SCREEN T V
AND MANY OTHER PRIZES
TO BE GIVEN AWAY
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Charleston to host
annual Oktoberfest
By Shauna Gustafson
City editor

Downtown Charleston will
host
the
second
annual
Oktoberfest from 10:30 a.m. to 10
p.m. Saturday.
Marianne Farrar, owner of
Marianne’s Deli, is organizing the
event again this year, with the
help of other local business owners, including Kevin McGugan,
owner of the Uptowner, and
Nancy Aryan, owner of Twice as
Nice.
“Without Kevin McGugan, we
could not have the beer tent,”
Farrar said.
This is the first year
Oktoberfest will have a beer tent,
which will be located on the
street. It will be open from 1 p.m.
to 10 p.m.
This is the first beer tent
allowed under a new liquor
license passed by the Charleston
City Council in September.
Farrar stressed the importance
that the beer tent only be entered
by people who are 21 or older.
“We have lots of sodas and
coffees and iced teas (for everyone else),” she said.
The festival will take place on
the north side of the Square.
Events at the festival will be fam-

ily-oriented for people of all ages.
“I’m so excited,” Farrar said.
“Everything fell in place.”
Farrar said she is excited that
Oktoberfest will be the same
weekend as Family Weekend this
year because it will show families
a little bit of what Charleston has
to offer.
“(We will be) able to show all
the parents and student population
that Charleston has a cultural festival to offer,” Farrar said.
She said it is important that
students know business owners
appreciate the business they bring
into town.
There will be 18 art booths at
the festival, filled with local and
out-of-town artists.
“Everybody has different
stuff,” Farrar said.
Performing at Oktoberfest will
be four different bands, three of
which are local, a magician, and
the Bennett Dancers, who will
perform dances to theme of “Peter
and the Wolf.”
Admission to Oktoberfest is
free, and authentic German food
will be available to purchase from
Marianne’s. Other food vendors
will also be on the Square.
“What I think is really neat
about this festival is that it caters
to everyone,” Farrar said.

File photo
John Farrar draws a pumpkin with chalk in the street at Oktoberfest on the Square last year. The Oktoberfest is another
option for entertainment during Family Weekend.

Outlook good for ‘pleasant’weather this weekend
By Shauna Gustafson
City editor

Pleasant temperatures and sunny
days will not stick around for long
this weekend, as Saturday will see
the beginning stages of a new
weather front for the area.
Dan Smith, meteorologist with
the National Weather Service in
Lincoln, said temperatures will stay
in the mid 70s Saturday, but as a
new storm front moves in from the
west, temperatures will drop and

rainy weather will begin.
Smith said early Saturday
should be pleasant, with sunny
skies. Temperatures will begin to
drop and the clouds should roll in
sometime in the mid- to late-afternoon Saturday.
The weekend will not be “nearly as nice as (Thursday) or (today),”
Smith said.
With the clouds will come rain,
and possible thunderstorms for
Saturday night and Sunday, Smith
said.

“Saturday doesn’t look too bad,”
Smith said. “You might be able to
salvage half the weekend.”
Winds will be about 10 to 20
mph from the south Saturday, and
10 to 15 mph from the north
Sunday. Smith said the combination of the rain and the winds from
the north should place temperatures
Sunday somewhere in the mid 60s,
but it could feel cooler than that.
Local weather observer Dalias
Price has a different weather outlook for the weekend.

Price said temperatures should
stay around the same as they have
been in the last few days, and rain
might come, but very little, and
only for a short period.
“We have beautiful weather that
I think will last into the later part of
the weekend,” Price said.
The high Thursday was 72
degrees, a little above normal for
this time of year. Price said the
record low for this time of year was
23 degrees on Oct. 11, 1906, while
the record high was 90 degrees on

Oct. 8, 1939.
Despite warm temperatures,
Price said there has been frost for
five of the last seven mornings.
“That is really very unusual for
early October,” he said.
Price said the Indian Summer
the area is experiencing will continue for awhile, with the middle of
the fall color season hitting next
week around Wednesday.
“I think the weather for the next
few days will be delightful,” he
said.

Shop & Save
In Style
Eas t ern I lli noi s Uni v ers i t y
Fami ly W eekend Sp eci al
October 13-15
Shopping’s great at over 55 outlets. You’ll find great
stores like Big Dogs, Music For A Song, Polo Ralph
Lauren Factory Outlet, Reebok, Wilsons Leather, and
many more.
Pur chase your tickets early, at the
University Union Ticket Office
For mor e infor mation, call 581-5122.

Present this coupon along with your Eastern
Illinois University college ID at Corning Revere
and receive a FREE COUPON BOOK valued at
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Campus projects
concern students
By Sarah Heise
Staff writer

Family Weekend is finally
here and campus construction
may be a concern for parents and
students who plan to participate
in the events.
The three main projects on
campus that are currently under
construction include Booth
Library, the parking lot on Fourth
and Garfield streets, and the
steam tunnel on Garfield Street
near Klehm Hall, said Steve
Shrake, manager of design of
construction.
“I don’t think it should be a
big concern (for students and parents),” Shrake said. “People
should recognize the fact that
Eastern’s campus is progressing
and making major changes to the
serviceability of campus for years
to come.”
Shrake agreed the construction
is an inconvenience, but noted the
work
does take time.
“You can’t do construction
like this in three months,” he said.
“It has to run over into academic
terms.”
Most parents who attend
Family Weekend events will park

at the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union and will walk
to their destination on campus,
said Thalia Wetzel of the Student
Life Office.
“I don’t think (the construction) will make this weekend any
busier or any worse,” Wetzel said.
“You can’t please everyone, but I
think parents and students really
enjoy (Family Weekend.)”
Students seem to feel differently, though.
“Family weekend is pointless
because there’s nowhere to go
and no places to eat,” said PJ
Caposey, a sophomore history
major.
Jeremy Dirksmeyer, a junior
social science major, said he felt
Family Weekend is a good idea
but said the construction might be
in the way.
“It’s a good way for my parents to get an idea of how I live,”
Dirksmeyer said. “But, the construction is very unattractive to
parents and much more time consuming.”
Lauren Krzystosiak, freshman,
said parents will be confused
because of the construction.
“(Construction) goes through
the central walking path, so it’s
going to be chaotic,” she said.

File photos
Above and right: Work
on the Booth Library
renovations have continued throughout the
fall semester. A large
section in the middle of
campus is blocked off
because of the work.
Below left:
In Charleston, construction for the new
Super Wal-Mart has
been under way to prepare for its late-October
opening.

City construction set to finish soon
By Shauna Gustafson
City editor

Construction in the city of
Charleston is winding to a close,
with most of the major work
expected to be complete by Nov. 1.
City Manager Bill Riebe said
the work on Lincoln Avenue should
be complete by Nov. 1, or perhaps
a week later.
“Lincoln Avenue is probably the
biggest (project going on),” Riebe
said. “IDOT is doing a good job of

getting that project done.”
Riebe said although the project
is causing headaches for residents
and students, it will be good for the
city to have the project done.
“It’s going to be a huge
improvement for the city,” he said.
“It’s been hectic, we’re very appreciative of the patience of the folks
who live in town.”
Other city projects that are
ongoing are the widening of Ninth
Street, work on Rt. 130 on the
south side of town and a few side-

walk projects.
Riebe said there could also be
some work being done near the
new Super Wal-Mart site.
“I think they have some odds
and ends they need to complete,” he
said.
The new Lincoln-Douglas
Debate Museum near the Coles
County Fairgrounds has also been
completed.
“The museum is complete, we’d
encourage the parents to visit,”
Riebe said.
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O’Brien Stadium

University Theatre

For Tickets & Info About
Upcomming Events call
581-3110
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Under Construc tion. . .
But ready for a
Family Weekend Buffet
good
time!
4:30pm
- 7:30pm

olor Video Buttons
0:00am - 2:00pm
4:00pm - 8:00pm
Bridge/Walkway Lounge

Dine With Us...Full Service Dining Room!

Grand Ballroom/University Ballroom
Student Recreation Center
Open House
8:00am - 9:00pm
Student Rec Center

3 packages to choose from
Heated Carpet Extraction

Hours: 8-5 M-F
Phone # 345-7177

Brian’s Place Nightclub & Sports Bar
Keep the weekend fun going at the
Largest Nightclub in Central Illinois!!
It’s worth the drive!

Sun$1.75 22oz. Bottles
Sun open till 1a.m.
21st & Broadway Mattoon 234-4151

Xtreme dance
music every
Fri & Sat w/ DJ
4-Play & G-Man

SEE YOU
IN
CHURCH!

THREE DOG NIGHT CONCERT
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Lantz Gym
Featuring Comedian
Billy D. Washington
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Family Weekend Breakfast
9:00am - 12:00pm
Grand Ballroom/University Ballroom
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Late Night Special
After 10 PM
1 Large 1 Topping Pizza & Free Crazy Bread
$7.00 + Tax

345-4743
3 W Lincoln Ave

Good Luck
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Effingham boy makes good, comes to Friends
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De Niro. Stiller.You got a problem?
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Thom Yorke and company return
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this weekend, make it a

t h r ee d o g nigh t
by ben tully
Staff writer

Danny Hutton

Three Dog Night is gonna bring in
the heat to EIU this family weekend,
breaking out the hits your elders are
sure to love.
Some Eastern students haven’t even
heard of Three Dog Night, but what’s
in a name? Surely, their smash hit, “Joy
To The World” sounds familiar –
“Jeremiah was a bullfrog, was a good
friend of mine...” O.K., so a good
majority of the hips shaking to these
songs will be 50 years old and
wrapped in cotton Dockers. That
doesn’t mean that Three Dog Night
doesn’t have anything to offer collegeage rockers.
Founder Danny Hutton got his start
at Walt Disney Studios loading and
unloading records.
Plenty of college kids
can identify with
working a nowhere
job. And try this on
for size – a good
majority
of
the
Hanna–Barbera cartoons EIU students
watched as kids (and
adults)
featured
Hutton’s voice in their theme songs.
Getting the picture? Hutton and
Three Dog Night are more than aging
classic rock stars playing county fair
by county fair to earn a quick buck.
They bring an abundance of rock history and legacy with them.
By 1965, Hutton was touring as a
solo artist. “I was recording songs
where I did the backing vocals and all
the harmonizing,” Hutton said in a
phone interview. “The record executives told me I might as well start a
solo career.” It wasn’t long before he
had his solo act together and was
touring the country. He met Cory Wells on the ‘65
Sonny and Cher tour. Hutton was the opening act
along with Cory Wells’ band, “The Enemies.”
Hutton and Wells would later join forces with the
concept of “showcasing a band with lead singers
who also could harmonize together.” By around
1968, Hutton, Wells and additional singer Chuck
Negron had a band to back them up, including keyboardist Jimmy Greenspoon and lead guitarist
Michael Allsup.
They played as a band for a time and – getting bigger by the show – could do no wrong. “The label
told us we had better pick out a name. So we sat
around the kitchen table trying to pick a name out.
We had a nature magazine called Mankind, and it had
a story about this aborigine tribe who would lay
their dogs on them as blankets if it got to cold at
night. We figured a really cold night would require
more than one dog, it would be a three-dog night,”
Hutton said.
And here is where it gets good.They soon began
a big and busy tour schedule and watched the
money roll on in.“I was a bachelor in 1969.This was
a time when there was no AIDS and no drugs were
thought addictive,” Hutton said. “The first thing I
bought when the money started rolling in was a
1956 Goldwing Mercedes.” He later bought a 1937
Jaguar; the first one ever made.

Cory Wells

Jimmy Greenspoon

photos courtesey of www.threedognight.com

Michael Allsup

Pat Bantz

Paul Kingery
The interesting fact is that Hutton didn’t follow the cliche by buying a big mansion. He rented a house in Little Lorald Canyon (where
Frank Zappa lived), then proceeded to live it up. “My house was a
party house, everyone from John Lennon to Jimi Hendrix would
hang out there,” Hutton said. “All kinds of bigger bands would play
the Whiskey-a-Go-Go, and afterward, would come back to my pad

see concert, page 3c
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That Verge Column
Someone call the Crocodile Hunter

the razors edge
605 monroe “on the square”
charleston 345-3142
full service nail salon
-Complete Hair Care
-Therapin treatments
-Acrylic nails
-Facials, manicures, pedicures
-Tanning
-Body wraps, massages

by matt rennels

Associate Verge editor

As I sit in my class, whose name will not be
mentioned since I fear my professor the way I fear
a bathtub full of crocodiles, my mind travels in
every other direction than the subject of discussion.
He delivers unimportant facts and dull statistics
while my train of thought is headed toward the
hard hitting, important issues. Such as how Alf was
rarely shown from the waist down, or whether
kangaroos really deserve those pouches they
proudly possess.
As I ponder these stimulating controversies, I
suddenly awake from my haze to hear my professor ask the class what we think about this
“startling” statistic.
There are certain rules known by all students
to avoid being called on.
Rule #1: Don’t look at the professor.
I looked at him. I just jumped into a tub-full of
crocodiles.
As I feel a bead of sweat form on my forehead,
his deep voice utters the words, “What do you
think, Mr. Rennels?”
My jaw freezes and I try my hardest to think up
any generic answer that may fit whatever question
he may have asked. I fail miserably, admit defeat,
and nervously stumble across the three words
that can succesfully make one look as pathetic as a
kangaroo without a pouch:
“I don’t know.”
The classroom shook and people screamed in
panic and terror as the Stay Pufft Marshmallow
Man trampled through Coleman Hall. Or maybe
my teacher simply looked down his glasses at me
and scolded me like I was in third grade for not
keeping up with the class discussion. Either way, I
was wishing Bill Murray and Slimer would come in

to save me.
This slap on the wrists brought me to contemplate the basis for class participation.
Back in grade school, classroom discussion was
always interrupted by what student smelled the
most like cheese, or when we would meet to roll
in mud and eat crackers. Our attention spans
obviously needed a little bit of training.
It was understandable that teachers pushed
their students to participate in class discussion. As
a third grader, there wasn’t a possibility I was
going to listen to the teacher’s questions, let alone
answer them.
Grade school teachers needed to enforce this
to discipline and enhance our minuscule attention
spans.
So I don’t believe that class participation is
pointless, I just don’t believe it should be forced
upon college students. It was a good idea when we
were 8 years old and anticipating mud pits and
Saltines, but not now.
We are paying for the education that we are
getting. And as cynical as it makes me sound, if we
don’t feel it necessary to participate in class, that
should be our choice.
While our conversations have altered from mud
and crackers to mud, crackers and alcohol, most
of us have been disciplined enough to save these
discussions for outside of the classroom. And
although some of us (myself included) do a fantastic imitation of a dead llama when it comes to
class participation, I don’t believe utter humiliation
and anxiety are the answer to this problem.

college discounts open mon-sat, 1st
sunday of each month, late hours

COED Hair Styling
$5 off Hair Color
$5 off Highlight
$5 off Perm

348-7818

7th Lincoln

NEW ENTERTAINERS * SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENT
FOR YOUR BACHELOR, BIRTHDAY OR FRAT PARTY

Buy 1 Chalupa, Get 1 Free After 10pm
(present ad for purchase)
Charleston 345-2052

***
send comments or questions to matt at
just_a_squirrel@hotmail.com, or call 581-2812.

Poet’s Corner (The Triumphant Return)
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The sale will be offered:
Back issues 50% off
Toys 25% - 50% off
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by jason sperb
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Just a quick reminder only for you;
hoping you’ll notice what you need to do.
Even if it’s for only a brief time,
could you please now exist outside my mind?
I just can’t think of ways to keep you real,
nor can conceive anymore how you feel.
Or, did I ever really know that life
beyond a life, free of objective strife;
strife I can remove with subjective glee
and let slip into a void completely?
But, in there, for you, it’s simply not fair
`cause your truth (yes, mine) is never made bare.
So, please be so kind as to leave me be
and then, beyond you, I’ll finally see.

Midgard
Comics

A New Look Tanning
Visit Our New Location
655 West Lincoln Suite 12
(In Lincoln Plaza Next to Wrangler)
Call Today 348-8123

Mor e Beds & Mor e Options!

On the Verge of the Weekend
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Faculty
artwork
Words of Wisdom Tarble shows cultural pieces
from your

Black cats, broken
mirrors and the lot

hhhh October ... this
is my favorite month
of the year. There is a
brisk chill in the air and the
leaves are turning brilliant shades
of orange, yellow and red. This
is the only month that is entirely
dedicated to everything that
scares the crap out of us. You
may not be aware of this ... but
right now, as you are reading
this very column ... you are in
the midst of a FRIDAY THE
13th!!!
This is a day when people are
a little more cautious when they
see a black cat cross their path
or if they happen to spill some
salt at dinner table. Why in this
day and age do we subject ourselves to such ridiculous superstitions? BECAUSE WE LIKE IT!!
That’s right ...
we as human
beings leap on
any chance
where there is
a possibility
that we could
wet ourselves.
You want
an example?
Alright I will
give you one.
When does
Wal-Mart put
out
the
Halloween
supplies?
That’s right ...
the MIDDLE
OF SEPTEMBER!! A full
month before
the holiday even hits. The fact
that we even have a holiday that
celebrates all things evil, is evidence enough that our society is
hell-bent (no pun intended) on
making money of things that
scare us. Even Hallmark has
tried to cash in on the demonic
fun by trying to make cute things
like teddy bears and penguins
turn into monstrosities such as
Frankenstein and Dracula.
Let’s look at some other things
that our society has done to feed
our obsession with scariness:
*Making horror movies has
become a multi-million dollar

“

industry. Movies like “Sleep
Away Camp” and the entire
“Friday the 13th” series (all 57
of them) have become household names. The more gore the
better ... we just can’t get
enough of it.
*Look at the success that
Yanni has had ... that is JUST
NOT NATURAL!
*Roller Coasters ... I know
that they have nothing to do
with Halloween, but they do
prove the fact that people like to
cheat death by strapping themselves into little cars and going at
obscenely fast speeds along a
track that is about as wide as
Wynonna’s ass. To go along with
roller coasters, we have people
that actually tie industrial
strength rubberbands to their
ankles and leap
from from tall
buildings. If I
had my way,
those people
would end up
as small puddles
of flesh...just to
prove Darwin’s
theory.
All in all, I
think it is obvious that we as
human beings
love to scare
ourselves silly.
We will do anything apart from
actually seeking
out a chainsaw
wielding madman to give
ourselves a fright. So, enjoy your
Friday the 13th and try not to
give yourself a heart attack ...
but if you do ... make sure you
make it a good one, so you can
scare the crap out of anyone
who sees you!
**Disclaimer**
Matt Fear is a columnist ...
NOT an actual UNCLE! All
views are satirical except for
comments made about Yanni.
Please send all hate mail, severed
heads, death threats or marriage
proposals to mfear@hotmail.com. Have a LUCKY day!

This is the
only month
that is dedicated to
everything
that scares
the crap out
of us.
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by leslie williams

Staff writer

The Tarble Arts Center will host the 2000 Art
Faculty Exhibition starting today and running until
Nov. 26.
Recent art works in a wide variety of media and
styles make up this annual exhibition by Eastern’s
Art Department faculty, adjunct faculty and emeritus faculty, said Michael Watts, the Tarble Arts
Center director.
Gold-leafed oil and watercolor paintings, ceramic
camp lanterns, a spiked teapot, a stone sculpture,
weavings, computer-generated “paintings” and a
“vestment” adorned with kitchen utensils are just a
few of the art works that will be on display at the
exhibit, Watts said.
David Griffin, associate professor of art, is submitting two sterling silver metal tea pots into the
exhibit.
“One of the teapots has red lightening bolts for a
spout and the other teapot resembles a cactus and
is a traditional expression for my upbringing in
Texas,” said Griffin. “Work on the teapots ranged
from two months to four months.”
Four oil paintings, one charcoal drawing and one
watercolor will be on display from artist and professor of art, Christopher Kahler.
Kahler went to Japan for three weeks and has
used the experience in his art work.
“I am recalling back to Japanese screens and

Byzantine icon paintings as I put real gold leaves on
top of canvass and then paint over the leaves,” said
Kahler.
The two gold-leafed paintings, “Mother and
Child” and “Child,” celebrate the act of life and the
act of creating a positive beginning, Kahler said.
“I’m isolating a moment and idea in a realistic
view of the fetus in a womb at four weeks old,” said
Kahler.
“Pump” is another painting that Kahler has been
working on for six months and it is a large heartlike form that intertwines with the organs of the
body.
The faculty art exhibit at Tarble Arts Center is an
annual event that originated in 1982, Watts said.
“The exhibit gives the public a chance to see faculty work; students are able to see their teacher’s
work and it is a way for the Eastern faculty to
showcase what they are working on,” said Watts.
The faculty submits their work to inspire their
students and is a valuable tool to see what creative
work the faculty is doing, Griffin said.
A reception from 2 to 4 p.m. this Sunday opens
the exhibit. Admission is free and the public is invited to come and meet the artists.
The Tarble Arts Center is located on Ninth
Street at Cleveland Avenue. Open hours are 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Tuesday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Saturday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Sunday; closed on
Mondays and holidays.
For information about the exhibit, call 581-2787.

from concert, page 1c
and roll their equipment into the living room for
all night jams.” Hutton also said Mr. Kiedis –
Anthony Kiedis’ father – would bring the young
Red Hot Chili Pepper to the house to play while
he hung out.
Hutton also used to double date with Jimi
Hendrix. “It was always me, Jimi, and models, lots
of models in those days.”
These crazy party times continued on the road
but drinking and drugs were confined strictly to
when they were on the job, and never when they
were already passed out. “One time in Detroit, I
passed out cold into the crowd, right in the middle
of playing. I don’t know if that’s funny or a shame,
but it happened,” Hutton said.
Three Dog Night didn’t have time to just sit and
drink; they had to be up and around. After all, they
were putting out two albums a year and touring
for each album. “Technically, the schedule said we
had a week off; but the day after a tour ended, you
found yourself at the record company office discussing how much you had to do, ” Hutton said.
Nowadays, Three Dog Night has a more
relaxed touring schedule with about 100 shows a
year. “I’m gone for three days at a time, then I’m
back home,” Hutton said. That’s a far cry from
having to own a private jet and touring virtually
year round. And Three Dog Night’s party haze has
been reduced to a clear blue sky. “I enjoy fine wine
and the occasional Belgium beer; and no drugs,”
Hutton said.

When

While Three Dog Night’s partying schedule may
have decreased, their recording aspirations have
not. They just got back from Abbey Road studios
in London – famous for being the recording place
of The Beatles – to record a new album with the
London Symphony Orchestra. “It was the exact
same orchestra you heard in the movie ‘Star Wars:
Episode I,’” Hutton said. They are also finishing up
a show with the Tennessee Symphony Orchestra.
They haven’t had an album since “It’s A Jungle”
in 1985, but they have all but two original members, one role being filled by bassist Paul Kingery
and the other being filled by drummer Patrick
Bautz. And what of Negron, the former singer and
heroin addict profiled on VH-1? “The only time I
talk to him is in a court of law,” Hutton said. At
least the guy cleaned up; can’t we all just get along?
Three Dog Night plans on putting on a great
show this weekend and “playing what the people
want to hear.” They also invited your faithful Verge
staff writer backstage for a beer – who promises
to answer the latest question, “Who let the dogs
out?” by watching who in particular opens their
tour bus door when they are called to the stage.
Hopefully, this article gave the expected
younger generation audience a more rockin’ view
of Three Dog Night. It’s safe to say that Ol’ Danny
Boy won’t be passing out off the stage and into
your parents’ lap; but it will still rock.
And don’t forget to bring your dog in case it
gets cold.

Where

Price Phone

9 p.m. Fri. Oct. 13

Gunner Buc’s (Mattoon)

$4

235-0123

Open Poetry

9:30 p.m. Fri. Oct. 13

Common Grounds (Mattoon)

free

235-BEAN

Matt Stewart

9:30 p.m. Fri. Oct. 13

The Embassy (Champaign)

free

384-9526

Dr. Zhevagas

10 p.m. Fri. Oct. 13

The Canopy Club

$5

344-2263

10 p.m. Fri. Oct. 13

The Uptowner

$2

345-4622

Uncle Filthy & the Cub Scouts
Jazz Happy Hour
Bill Passalacqua w/ Danny Santos

5:30 p.m. Sat. Oct. 14

Friends & Co.

free

345-2380

9 p.m. Sat. Oct. 14

Friends & Co.

free

345-2380

9 p.m. Sat. Oct. 14

Common Grounds (Mattoon)

free

235-BEAN

Crow Jane

10 p.m. Sat. Oct. 14

The Uptowner

$2

345-4622

Mike and Joe

10 p.m. Sat. Oct. 14

The Canopy Club (Champaign)

$4

344-2263

OPEN MIC NIGHT

Octoberfest

All Day Sun. Oct. 15

Charleston Square

free

348-6655

OPEN MIC NIGHT

10 p.m. Wed. Oct. 18

Friend’s & Co.

free

345-2380

Campus Perk

10 p.m. Thurs. Oct. 19

Thomas Hall

free

581-3079
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Effingham native comes back with guitar in tow
by sean stangland
Verge editor

Austin singer-songwriters Bill Passalacqua and Danny
Santos will bring their folksy musical fashionings to
Charleston at 9 p.m. Saturday at Friends & Co., located at
509 Van Buren Ave.
Passalacqua hails from a family of musicians in nearby
Effingham, and his first CD, “Reckless Pedestrian,” hit the
public last October on the record label of the same name.
“Reckless Pedestrian Records is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Bill Passalacqua Inc.,” Passalacqua said in a
phone interview.
After a year-long stint at Eastern, a short residence at
Quincy University and the fruition of a law degree at the
University of Illinois, Passalacqua moved to Austin, Texas
in 1994 to get his music career started, and it seems to
have worked.
“Austin was the obvious choice at that time,”
Passalacqua said, citing Austin staples like Willie Nelson,
Jimmie Dale Gilmore and Robert Earl Keen as influences.
“John Prine is probably easily my main influence,” he said,
adding that every time he plays Charleston, Passalacqua
finds that there are always young ladies requesting that he
play some Prine tunes, oddly enough.
Passalacqua is no stranger to Friends & Co.; he was
originally scheduled to record a live album there in
November with members of his entire family. That has
been postponed, as Passalacqua found himself with an
opportunity to play with the near-legendary folkster Pete
Seeger next month. “We’re still going to (record at
Friends) if Shannon isn’t mad at me,” Passalacqua said,
referring to Friends & Co. owner Shannon Sherwood.
On Oct. 18, Passalacqua will find himself in Austin once
again, playing before a speech by Green Party Presidential

hopeful Ralph Nader. Passalacqua recently wrote a song
called “Inside Trade” that, according to the songwriter,
“details my reasons for voting for Nader” without ever
mentioning any of the candidates by name (Wal-Mart and
Kathie Lee Gifford get mentioned, however).
Political songs are not Passalacqua’s forte, but he said
he finds himself singing political tunes at this time of year
for obvious reasons. “What I’m really writing about is the
simplicity of life,” he said. Only one song on his album is
overtly political (“More, More, More”).
As a folk musician, Passalacqua understandably finds the
popular music scene frustrating. “The same rules that
apply to people like Britney Spears and ‘N Sync apply to a
lot of folk musicians,” he said, adding that many record
labels are urging folk artists to try to sound like Dave
Matthews, for example.
That’s not to say that Passalacqua is completely
removed from pop music; “Pop music, in recent years, has
included music similar to what I play,” he said, citing
Counting Crows as a band he admires. “It’s an amazingly
diverse pop scene right now,” he added.
Passalacqua’s friend and touring buddy, Danny Santos, is
a pro-active member of the Austin music community,
gracing folk clubs, coffee shops and various Texas festivals
with his presence. He has also won several awards and
has a strong Austin following. “His songs tell stories and
bring his listeners to new and interesting places,” according to his press release.
“Danny called me and asked me, ‘You wanna go back to
the Midwest again?’” Passalacqua said. And here they are,
touring the Midwest just as they had last year. Passalacqua
said that the two men often trade songs and sets when
they play, making it a real collaboration on stage. “He’s
got a great voice,” Passalacqua said.
Both Santos and Passalacqua will offer CDs for sale at

Effingham boy Bill Passalacqua brings folksy guitars to Friends
this weekend.

photo courtesy of bill passalacqua

Friends & Co., and the show itself is free of charge. And
Passalacqua offers an incentive to those of you who will
be missing out on the Three Dog Night show: “If they
come to my show, I’ll sing ‘Joy to the World.’”

TAKE THE HASSLE OUT OF WAITING

GLASSES IN AN HOUR
(...OR SO)
Featuring... Discounts for EIU Faculty and Students
¥ 20/20 Plan ¥
Just show EIU I.D. - Call for details

$10 off any eye exam or
complete contact package
High Quality, Best Value & Fastest Service.
EIU SPECIAL
O I L - F I LT E R - L U B E $ 1 3 . 8 8 + TA X

FREE
ADJUSTMENTS

Dr.
Steve
Lane,
O.D.

No other
discounts
apply

110 5th Street
Charleston
Phone: 345-6975
Daily 7-5
Sat. 7-Noon

CROSS

CHINA 88
1140 Lincoln 348-1232

PHONE 235-1100
COUNTY

MALL

We

DELIVER

Everyday

$1.00 OFF any Variety Platter
345-6711
Charleston 102 E Lincoln Ave

Lunch Buffet 11am ~ 2pm $5.20...includes softdrink
Dinner Buffet 4:30 ~ 8pm $7.10
Everyday Dinner Specials served w/ (2) Crab Rangoon
or Egg Roll & choice of BBQ Pork
or Chicken Fried Rice...Includes softdrink
Hours Sun-Thurs 11am-9pm

Fri-Sat 11am-10pm

•
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Insane or genius, Radiohead album nonetheless brilliant
by matt rennels

Associate Verge editor

Radiohead is breaking the formula of a top-selling
rock band.
In 1993, they made a name for themselves in
America with the single “Creep” from their first album
,“Pablo Honey.”
Following this, they received much more recognition
from fans and critics with their 1995 sophomore effort,
“The Bends.” They made an impact with such songs as
“Fake Plastic Trees” and “High and Dry,” which got
heavy MTV rotation back when mainstream music
included real songs, rather than throw away singles.
Then came 1997, when Radiohead defined themselves as one of the most critically-acclaimed bands of
the decade. They released the grammy award-winning
album “OK Computer” and instantly became the toast
of the music industry.
They developed one of the most devoted followings
in rock and roll and had the scene eating out of their
hands.
So what’s the next step in the process of becoming
one of the premier bands of our time? Most acts have
their label over-expose them for all they’re worth, write
the most radio-friendly singles they can, and launch a
tour with whatever new repulsive band their label
wants to promote.
Radiohead did not conform to this.
They just released the greatly-anticipated album “Kid
A.” First and foremost, I will warn fans of strictly pop
music to keep as far away from this record as they possibly can.
As Radiohead has progressed and matured from
album to album, “Kid A” is an entire evolution that
made a startling impact straight from the introductory
track “Everything In Its Right Place.”
Frontman Thom Yorke traded in their passionate guitar riffs for plenty of synthesizers and drum machines in
the production of this album. Although I usually disfavor
this since I am a fan of real instruments, I felt that
Radiohead did what they wanted to do and did it with
an artistic flair most bands can only dream of.
Since the release of “The Bends,” Radiohead has consistently received a notable comparison to classic rock
masterminds Pink Floyd. “Kid A” pushed the comparisons even further as this album portrayed itself as a
space-age “Dark Side of the Moon” without intending

to. It’s not as much of a classic as “Dark Side” ever was,
but I’m sure Radiohead certainly isn’t worried about
that.
I gave the album a first listen on a very busy night. I
had a million and one things to do and sampling the
album happened to be one of them.
As I planned to only listen to a few tracks before I
started my homework, I couldn’t turn it off. I laid on my
bed listening to the album from start to finish without
even blinking. It was one of the most mesmerizing
albums I have ever had the fortune to listen to.
This leads me to my next warning: Never play the
album while having a good time with friends. The situation will certainly somber up very quickly as all conversation shall cease and all ears will be focused on this
masterpiece.
“Kid A” is the most unconventional, experimental
album I have ever experienced. The customary song
structure was thrown out on most tracks as Thom
Yorke started from scratch in the songwriting process.
The only song that is even remotely radio-friendly is the
track “Optimistic.” Capitol Records released this as a
single as it is slowly climbing the modern rock charts.
This album was certainly not intended to give you a
melody to hum in the shower. It is more of a feeling or
something to listen to when you are winding down and
you can devote your full attention to it.
Songs like “Everything In Its Right Place” and “How
to Disappear Completely” bring you to peace and
serenity, while tracks like “Kid A” and “The National
Anthem” lead you to fighting a headache, but without
them, “Kid A” would not be the same accomplishment
it is.
There will be no conventional MTV video made in
support of the album. Nor will there be any North
American tour dates until at least next year. But there
are rumors of a more conventional rock album released
by the band sometime soon.
Radiohead is doing what they want. They didn’t make
this album for the money or the fans, they made it for
themselves. Whether produced on the brink of insanity
or genius, the product they released is absolutely brilliant.
“Kid A”
Radiohead
Capitol Records
HHH 1/2

Wow, man, he can like, really feel the music.

photo courtesy of rollingstone.com

Need a reason
to smile?

Welcome EIU Parents

JERRY’S
PIZZA & PUB

1 LARGE 1 TOPPING PIZZA
AND Qt. of COKE
$8.75

Advertise... one ad
in the DEN
Classified will
make $ for you!

Corner of 4th and Lincoln
345-2844
Stuck between a rock
and a hard spot?
Need Money???

Welc o me St ud ents!
Charleston Community Church
Non-denominational
Exciting worship services with

PR AI SE B AND!
College Groups Bible Studies & activities
Sunday Worship 9am, Sunday School 11am
Wednesday Worship 7pm

ADVERTISE!!!

Free Student Transportation
2360 Shawnee Dr
(East of Rural King & 18th St.)

For more info call
345-4910
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Electrasy nothing to write home about
by anthony lauricella
Staff writer

Popular rock music has been catching a lot of
negative criticism lately. It is easy to realize why
if you listen to the radio or watch MTV. There
are so many disposable acts pumping out one
novelty hit, and then falling off the face of the
Earth.
Many of these untalented hipsters are creating unemotional, overproduced, popular trash.
Ever since Kurt Cobain died, it seems close to
impossible to find a new rock group with the
attitude and talent to deserve the attention of
the masses.
Most modern rockers look as if they are posing for a Gap photo shoot, or even worse, they
have the sound of a Coca-Cola radio jingle.
Another group to add to this list is Electrasy.
Their album “In Here We Fall” is a perfect
example of everything that has gone wrong in
the world of popular music.
“In Here We Fall” is one that has been written several times by groups such as Third Eye
Blind or Matchbox 20. The album lacks emotion, originality, and most importantly, good
songs.
It does come well equipped though with rapping, drum machines and unnecessary drug references. Hidden behind the CD is my personal
favorite, a picture of someone actually lighting
up a joint.
This band has mastered the world of predictable songs and silly lyrics. There are so many
lyrics to choose from, but my favorite was
“Summer world with chocolate trees, summer
world with lemonade seas.”
John and Paul’s drug induced lyrics about tangerine trees and marmalade skies appear to be
the influence behind the bland and goofy lyric.
At least the Beatles’ “Lucy in the Sky With
Diamonds” was poetic, had a good melody, and
not to mention was brought on by better acid.
It is my personal opinion that lyrics should be
provoked by personal experiences and emotion,
not by other famous lyrics.
Electrasy doesn’t leave their dreadful homage

MONEY’S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO

SHOUT?
Y O U R
LANDLORD’S
READY TO

by matt neistein

Staff writer

Are they trying to look as dumb as they actually do in
this picture?

photo courtesy of aristarecords.com

to classic rock at a few lyrics. They decide to
cover the 1969 power ballad “Dazed and
Confused” by Led Zeppelin. The results are just
as you would expect, ridiculous. The song is
changed so drastically that it is unrecognizable
at most times, and this is its best feature.
There are a lot of great rock acts still out
there. The difference between the new millennium acts and the seventies is the music being
sold to the masses lacks excitement and style.
If you want new good rock, you have to hunt
for it. If you don’t care that much, then buy a
record by a group like Electrasy that thanks
Vidal Sassoon of Beverly Hills.
“In Here We Fall”
Electrasy
Arista Records

H

University Theatre
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THROW
YOU OUT?
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Tela does little to shake
one-hit-wonder status
In the “what have you done
for me lately” world of hip-hop,
there are arguably more one-hit
wonders than any other genre of
pop music (where is All-City
now, anyway?), and if you look at
it, there are two kinds of one-hit
wonders: those that know they
had their 15 minutes and those
that don’t.
Tela is one of the latter. The
Dirty South rapper had a hit
about four years ago with “Sho
Nuff,” back when he was still on
Suave House. You remember the
video of Tela and his boys in a
strip club?
Since then, he has released
two albums, most recently “The
World Ain’t Enuff” out of his new
home, Rap-A-Lot Records.
Neither has generated even a
minor hit, and for good reason.
Tela is a one-trick pony still trying to make a living off of that
one song that broke through.
All you have to do is look at
the track listing for “Enuff:” right
there at number 10 is “Sho Nuff
2000.” And on the opening cut,
the modestly-titled “Tela,” he
asks the listener, “Who is the
n**** that did ‘Sho Nuff’?”
The question is, can you do
anything else? The answer on
“Enuff” is no.
Tela shows flashes of aboveaverage rhyming ability, but then
lapses back into typical couplets
and topics that anyone who has
listened to gangsta or hustler rap
has heard a thousand times. The
beats on the album are also

undistinguished; the only one that
might grab you is “Tela,” with the
rhythmic chanting throughout
and smooth crooning on the
hook.
But you could put this CD on,
listen to it with half an ear, and
it’d be over before you realized
the song had even changed.
“Let’s Be Friends” follows the
tired path of re-working the
Whodini classic, which is enough
to make most people skip past it
immediately, and “Throat On A
Boat” is the usual proclamation
that Tela’s sex life is doing fine.
Even the song titles sound
boringly familiar: “Can’t Stop
Me,” “Hell Naw,” and the oddly
amusing “Bye! Bye! Hater!”
I suppose if you’re a fan of
Southern gangsta rap, you may
enjoy this one because it’s going
to sound like virtually ever y
other Dirty South album that’s
been released in the last five
years. But if you’re looking for a
disc that stands head and shoulders above its peers, like the
Geto Boys’ “Til Death Do Us
Part” or Devin The Dude’s selftitled debut, this isn’t it.
Tela says in a press release that
“each time I do a record I want
to grow ... if you’re not growing
then you’re stagnant.” Sorry, man,
but your growth is stunted.
“The World
Ain’t Enuff”
Tela
Rap-a-Lot
Records
H 1/2

Pick up your
Warbler 1999!
Students, faculty and staff
can get their own copy for free at the
business office of Student
Publications in 1802 Buzzard Hall
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
Call 581-2812 with questions.

Call for tickets 581-3110
advertise
advertise

Mattoon, IL

35 stores
Anchored by Elder-Beerman, Sears, & J.C. Penney

advertise
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TAKE BACK THE NIGHT MARCH

Thursday, October 26th, 2000, 7:00 p.m.
EIU Campus Pond Pavilion
A candlelight march to promote saftey.
Campus and community members invited.
March, Campfire, Music, Poetry
(Ad paid for by Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information Services)
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Misunderstood Cinema: Brooks’ parody one of the best
by stella link
Staff writer

“Together you and I are going to make the single greatest
contribution since the invention of fire!
My name is Frankenstein!”
-Dr. Frankenstein (Gene Wilder), “Young Frankenstein”
The formation of a great comedic performance is
developed by the aspects of its characters, and thus
character actors portray an intense amount of ingenuity when a horror comedy is placed on the screen.
In legendary stature, Mel Brooks, known for such
comedies as “Blazing Saddles” (1972), “The
Producers” (1968) and “Spaceballs” (1987), is an ingenious inventor of mainstream humor by providing
senses on the screen that tickle even the most stifflipped viewer to crack up in laughter.
Brooks most recently was recognized for “Young
Frankenstein” as film number 13 on the American Film
Institute’s “100 Movies, 100 Laughs,” the first major
salute to the films and film artists that have made audiences laugh throughout the century. The Oscar award
winning film for Best Screenplay and Best Sound has
contributed to the likes of many horror comedies
today, as an affectionate parody of the classic movies
“Frankenstein” (1931) and “Bride of Frankenstein”
(1935).
With some great old-style horror music composed
by John Morris, superb black and white cinematography by Gerald Hirschfield, and the aforementioned
acting, writing and atmosphere, “Young Frankenstein”
is probably one of the best Mel Brooks films, but not
as good as the above mentioned films.
The film provides an honest, funny look at the life
of a misunderstood creation gone bad in a sadistic
sort of fashion. Of course, it’s not just the actors that
are great, the writing is usually excellent also, with
some great references to the original films, and some
of the funny asides to the camera by the fish-eyed
Marty Feldman.

Brooks and Gene Wilder (“The Producers” and
“Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory”), who
wrote the script, deliver a good selection of gags and a
large dose of zombie-like monster nostalgia. Much of
the lab equipment seen in the film was donated by
Kenneth Strickfaden, the creator of lab equipment in
the original “Frankenstein.”
Brooks and Wilder pay homage to the classic
Universal “Frankenstein” movies and filmmakers of
silent horror movies like Lang, Dreyer, and Murnau.
Paying tribute to these influential films and directors,
Brooks is very careful and serious about what he does
by using subtle humor to indicate sensuality, suspense
and clever idiosyncratic notions, while the cinematography is absolutely striking. Many image compositions
of today that could have been lifted directly from
either of those classic movies are common in this film,
although Brooks never seriously plagiarizes anything,
instead manipulating it to his own shape and form.
Brooks and cinematographer Gerald Hirschfeld successfully evoked a series of traditional movie-making
techniques, thus, matching the style of the films in the
era.
Overall, Brooks, along with his cast and crew, have
done a good job at sending up a classic movie genre,
not only via the performances and screenplay, but
through cinematography and other factors. As a tribute to their efforts, the film never appears “modern”
and always maintains the desired moody, gothic feel.
All of these elements plus superb shadow and lighting
effects bring a spot-on representation of the classic
Universal Studios monster movies of the 1930s.
The film’s elaborate premise involves Frederick
Frankenstein (Wilder) as a descendant of the infamous
Baron Victor Frankenstein, creator of artificial life in
Mary Shelley’s classic novel. As do a great many others, he despises his great grandfather’s attempts to
alter nature and has become a doctor in his own right.
As a teacher of brain surgery, he calls his grandfathers
work “doo-doo” and insists that his second name is
pronounced as “Fronk-en-steen.” However, Frederick

receives his grandfather’s will, which states that
Frederick should receive his castle in Translyvania. He
travels there and soon discovers his ancestor’s private
library with all the documentation of his work.
Later on, Frederick discovers a book called “How I
Did It” by Victor Frankenstein, which includes dialogue from the original film, and soon Fredrick is
obsessed with creating another monster. With the
help of his hunchback assistant, Igor (Marty Feldman),
and the seductive Inga (Teri Garr), Dr. Frankenstein
begins the process of breathing life into the creature
he created, with a freakish brain deficiency.
The Frankenstein monster, played by Peter Boyle,
evolves with the touch reminiscent of Boris Karloff’s
original portrayal – yet not without its share of chuckles over the solemn, slobbering tone of an otherwise
brainless vessel.
Even Madeline Kahn, who is also along for the ride
as Wilder’s fianceé Elizabeth, has a small role with a
huge impact on the film and she ultimately makes her
presence deeply felt.
Scenes of “Putting on the Ritz” with Frankenstein
and the monster doing a side-splitting tap dance cause
them to be booed off the stage when the monster
stops, and thus, he is chained up by the opposers of
the doctor’s creation.
Feldman’s humorous actions during the scenes with
Frederick, Inga and Elizabeth are hysterical, to say the
least.
When the monster breaks loose, problems ensue
similar to the classic adaptation.
Gene Wilder has never been better and his eyes
sparkle with excitement, genius and contemporary fits
of madness, which rank up there with Peter Sellers’
character in “Dr. Strangelove,” another AFI gem. Many
of the film’s marvelous jokes and one-liners will be
clinging to your tongue.
Furthermore, the instances of the horror comedy
provide major influences for the filmmakers of today.
In the words of Dr. Frankenstein, the moments of this
movie are indeed “Alive! ALIVE!”
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Sa 11:30 am - Tailgating O’Brien Stadium
5:00 pm - Mass (half hour after game) St. Philip Neri Chapel

Sunday . . .

9:00 am- Mass at St. Philip Neri Chapel
11:00 am-Mass at St. Philip Neri Chapel
Coffee, juice, pastries between the Masses

St. Philip Neri Chapel is located at the
Newman Center across from Andrews Hall
No 9:00 pm Mass this weekend
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Stiller one pathetic ‘Focker’ next to De Niro
by christopher weedman
Staff writer

When a person reaches adulthood, you would think
that they would no longer be taunted because of their last
name. This type of ridicule is rather childish and belongs
in the schoolyard and not in a room full of adults.
Ben Stiller’s character in the latest Universal Pictures /
DreamWorks comedy “Meet the Parents” has this unfortunate problem. Even civilized adults cannot help but poke
fun at him, but I guess the last name “Focker” is too
tempting to pass up.
Stiller stars as Greg Focker, a well-respected nurse at
one of Chicago’s most prestigious hospitals. Greg desperately wants to “pop the question” to his girlfriend Pam
Byrnes (Teri Polo), but first he must get permission from
her father, Jack (Robert DeNiro), whom he has never
met. Sounds easy, huh? Well, you do not know Jack!
During a trip to New York to attend the wedding of
Pam’s sister, Greg decides to use this time to warm up to
Jack and ask for Pam’s hand in marriage. From the beginning, the overly stern and traditional Jack dislikes Greg.
He looks down on Greg for driving a Ford Taurus, working as a male nurse and not being a member of the
Christian faith. Jack also cannot imagine his daughter being
branded with the embarrassing married name Pamela
Martha Focker.
A never-ending series of crazy mishaps and misunderstandings continue to ruin much of Greg’s plans. He soon
realizes that he may never get Jack to accept him as someone worthy to marry his daughter.
Based on a low-budget short film by comedian/director
Greg Glienna, “Meet the Parents” is the latest comedy
from director Jay Roach, who broke out onto the film
scene with the enormously popular “Austin Powers:
International Man of Mystery” and its sequel. While his
last film – “Mystery, Alaska” – did not touch the same
nerve with audiences, “Meet the Parents” contains plenty
of the outrageously low-brow humor that made his
“Austin Powers” films such cult favorites.
The film includes juvenile humor concerning excrement, marijuana and an array of sexual toys. While the situations are quite vulgar in nature, they do not even begin
to approach the outrageousness of “South Park: Bigger,
Longer, and Uncut” or “There’s Something About Mary.”
However, even tame vulgarity like “Meet the Parents”
will still be offensive to many, so anyone planning to bring
their children to the film would be well advised to keep
them at home.
Despite the fact that he has appeared in such comedies
as Harold Ramis’ box-office hit “Analyze This” and Martin
Scorsese’s darkly humorous “The King of Comedy,”
DeNiro is not exactly a traditional screen funny man.
Typically, he plays all of his comedic roles straight, and
laughs are generated from other characters’ reactions to
his behavior. This is certainly the case in “Meet the
Parents.” DeNiro plays Jack as a middle-aged Travis Bickle
– his crazed character in Scorsese’s “Taxi Driver” – in the
guise of Robert Young from television’s “Father Knows
Best.”

Stiller displays the same goofy charm that he brought to
“There’s Something About Mary.” In the tradition of Cary
Grant in Howard Hawks’ screwball classic “Bringing Up
Baby,” every move that Stiller’s character makes turns into
a nightmare. He cannot even play a game of swimming
pool volleyball without accidentally injuring one of the
other players, which causes everyone to scream “Way to
go, Focker!” at him in disgust.
Other notable performances are given by the lovely
Polo as Stiller’s girlfriend, veteran actress Blythe Danner
as DeNiro’s devoted wife and the spaced-out Owen
Wilson as Polo’s old flame.
While there are plenty of uproarious moments in
“Meet the Parents” to keep one consistently amused, the
film eventually sags and becomes unconvincingly sentimental as it reaches its conclusion. However, you could easily
make the same negative remarks about most of the recent
Hollywood comedies.
Rumors have already started circulating on the Internet
that a “Meet the Parents” sequel may be in the works.
Supposedly, the next installment of the Focker saga might
concern Greg introducing his parents to Pam’s family. If
this is the case, they will undoubtedly have to go through
the same torment as their son faced.
Poor Fockers!

$2.25 Captain Morgan

$1.00 Shot Specials
$3.00 Red Bulls
Check out Stu’s Online@
STUSONLINE.COM

“Meet the Parents”
Universal Pictures / DreamWorks
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ABOVE: Is it me, or does it look like Stiller’s gonna drop a youknow-what in his pants in this picture?
BELOW: You talkin’ to me? You talkin’ to me?
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